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Staff optimistic
about deficit plan

INSIDE
*JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) —
When the horn sounded,
Melissa and William „Seay
grabbed their little brother's
hands and ran as fast as they
could. But they couldn't outrun the freight train bearing
down on them.
Melissa, 13, and William, 9,
were killed Sunday ac tte
Turkey Creek bridge. Austin
Sea), 5, died Monday at a hospital. Page 4
•CAVE CITY, Ky. (AP)' —
("avers familiar with the
cavern where a tourist died
during the holiday weekend
described it as a challenging
cave even for the experienced
spelunker. Page 3
*CHICAGO --- Michael Jordan took matters into his own
hands and shifted the _growing
pressure in this dynamic Eastern Conference final onto the
muscular shoulders of the New
York Knicks. Page 8 •
*LEXINGTON, K).(AP)- A state tax compliance official
there is a way Kentucky'
income-tax filers .could have
kept their refund from being
delayed by the state as a
budget-balancing. fool: They
could have filed earlier. Page
7

NOTICE
Ctingressman Tom Barlow will
he at
University Branch of
the Bank of Murray at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, June 3. Barlow will
he available to answer questions- from his constituents.

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy and not
as cool. Low in the mid 50s.
Light wind becoming south 5
to 10 mph by morning. Wednesday, partly sunny and warmer with a chance of an afternoon thundershower. High in
the lower 80s. Chance of rain
30 percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 72'
359.3; below 300.9, -1.3

BARKLEY — 72°
359.4, 0.1;

below 302.3, -0.9
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad. call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads

section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any depanment of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact Our regular office hours
are R am -S pm Monday
Friday, A a m -noon Sansrday

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

The design of Peoples Bank's new main office will to of a Jeffersonian architectural style.

Peoples Bank plans new main office
Peoples Bank, has abnounced private loan,offices, and additional
plans for the construction of the private offices for customer serbank's new main office. The new vices.
facility will occupy the site of the ' All operational departments of
existing bank building,the location the bank, including bookkeeping,
proof, data processing, audit, and
of Peoples Bank since 1934.
The traditional structure will con- accounting, will be housed on the
tain 55,100 square feet on three upper level. The design for this
levels,said Harold Doran,president level incorporates space for the
of' Peoples Bank, "We are ,totally board meeting room,the employees'
committed to serving our customer room, a kitchen, and future expanand the Murray-Calloway County sion space.
The building will be constructed
community. This new facility will
allow us to provide our services in of concrete and steel with a brick
an attractive, comfortable, and exterior in a Jeffersonian architecfunctionahibnifsphere," he added. tural style. The.new bank will blend
The main-level lobby entrance
will face court square as it has for
many years. The spacious lobbf
will contain eight teller stations, a
large security vault with safe deposit boxes available for customers,

extremely well with adjacent gtructures in the downtown Murray area.
The newtonstruction project will
be completed in two phases. Construction of the first phase of the
project will begin this month. Upon

completion of phase one, the bank
will occupy the completed space
and phase two will begin. The
anticipated Completion date for the
facility_ is fall, 1994.
Daring construction, the, bank
will operate the real estate and
installment loan departments in the
National Hotel Building, located at
the corner of 6th and Main Streets.
All other downtown services will
continue to be offered in the existing
main banking lobby.
"The new Peoples Bank facility
will be a significant contribution to
the community. It will provide the
latest innovations in banking services while -accommodating the
hank's long-term future growth:We
are proud to take a leadership role in
maintaining the vitality of downtown , Murray," Doran said.

WASHINGTON t AP) --- President Clinton anti his battle-weary
staff are sounding confident the)'
can strike a compromise with
moderate Senate Democrats to
-sakage his deficit-reduction
package and reinvigorate his
presidency.
Emboldened by last 'week's
victory in the House arid talk .of
concessions from a leading opponent. Clinton was Hying to Milwaukee today to promote ie economic plan.
Aides said he was not expected
to break any new ground. The.
trip was expected to mirror the
campaign-style appearances iii
California and. New Mexico last
month.
He will he talking about the
battle ahead in the Senate and

about
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Lorraine

Voles said 11kirula\.
'1 MA
talk a intle
about the compromise- on the
enef.!.1% tax, she added.
. Sc'n. Das it Rorcn, D-Okla., a
kc)
I, to Clinton's economic r;t,'Liec, owed new still
Sfillif.1% • 10 .1CLVI)t

broad-Kased energy tax
along with adaitional spending
cuts,
The administration qui, k Is
welcinned his comments
very encouiaged
think we have a sets good
chame of getting this paLha,.c
done.- Budget Doectoi
Panetta said
fOrt111 III

III TURN TO PAGE 2

Pike pledges enter pleas
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

nection with a No\ .
Incident
in which the pledges ailoe,tk
entered the home ot ()Lwow, a nd
Tain i ('Lurk,
Two other detendants' ..ases
were handled separatelyt'cs .111
ut dittereili Ctritunstance•
The pledges allegedly ctit the
phone Imes and assaulted Faini
Clark_ who was pregnant al Ow
time. She was treated !Or irljtlries
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Emergency Room_
-Charges against one incintvr,
David Cowger, were dismissed_
-Given the ey
arid the

Alter several months "of pretrial hearings, the 13 pledges of a
Murray State University fraternity have reached plea..,,a,greements
with the Commonwealth ii Ken:
lucky and , those ternis were
accepted by Special Judge Dennis
Foust.
In a hearing Tuesday in Calloway''county district court.--11-pledges of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity entered pleas on charges of
third-degree criminal mischief
and fourth-degree' assault in codII TURN TO PAGE 2

Search continues for
missing Calloway man

Virus probable cause of mystery illness

By STACEY CROOK

ALBUQUERQUE, 4N.M. (API
--- Doctors and public health Atlicials suspect a mysterious and
frighteningly rapid illness - that
has killed 11 people -- most oh
them living on or near a Navajo reservation --- is caused 'by a
virus.
"We've excluded the usual
bacterial. fungal and parasitic
infections," said. br. Ron
Voorhees, deputy state epidemiologist. "It's not anthrax, it's
not the plague, it's not Legionnaires'," and it's not related to
the AIDS virus.
The flu-like respiratory illness
is striking relatively young,
healthy people in and around the
Navajo reservation, which
includes • parts of New Mexico,
Arizona and Utah.

Murray Ledger 8 Times Staff Writer

After four days of searching
for 19-year-old Roger Dale
Jones, authorities say they
have no sign of his
whereabouts.
Jones was reported missing
May 29 and was last seen at
approximately I p.m. May 28
in front of his home on Third
Street in Hazel.
Jones' white, four-door
Dodge was left in the driveway of his house with the keys
in the ignition.
Jones is 6-2, 160 pounds
and has blond hair and blue
eyes. He was wearing blue
E TURN TO PAGE 2

Remembering
Kentuckians honor war
dead across the state

Ligfiteen ...Is.'s ha', c been
recorded and. .11 ,people have
died, usually wition hours and at
most a few days of falling ill.
"Whatever it is, it isn'tsubtle,- said Dr. Gary Simpson,
medical director of mlectious diseases for the New Mexico Health •
Department.
Symptoms can include a fever,
muscle aches, a cough, red eyes
and a headache. The first case
dates to March 8. although doctors did not recognize the pattern
until two people from the same
family died in mid-May.
At a news conference Monday,
health officials from New Mexico and Arizona said it looked like, a
virus was to blame.
But the Albuquerque Journal
reported today that tissue samples

TI I E

told the Journal..
were being sent to a military docSimpsim told the Journai that
tor in Washington. who suspects,
mycoplasma torment:In, ta,;:t
the outbreak may he due to a bac'way down :the. list •' oi medical
teria linked to respiratory failures
phenomena being consuKlcd
and deaths in Canada and elsethe Wain 111ve•liratif4., the
where since 1986.
But he said victim (i-iy
Those deaths were blamed on
would
be sent to 1 .0 lot slut,
mycoplasma termentans bacteria,.
Int+Ntigators weft1'iIi.L 11 1 0'
which are similar to viruses, Dr.
cl
relatives and iiicrids ot
Shyli-Ching Lo; a molecular
an)
oimin,TI
see.king
biologist at the Arined Forces
tIll
stIL11as i,A 10111.til
Institute of Pathology,- told the
parasites, lit:sm.- 1,1c.. 11.1- bk.:L.,.
Journal.
herbal preparations ot other iradi
Dr. Joseph Tully. _chief of the
tional Indian niedn. iries.
mycoplasma section at the
Tissue and Hood ....amples
National .Institute of Allergy and
sent
to Me Cenicrs lot 1>isease
Infectious Diseases in Bethesda.
Control and Prevention in 1,liatila
Md., said he also thought of
for tests. ReNUIIi•
mycoplasma fermentans when he
hy midweek.
heard about the outbreak. "1 said.
'My God, those are the same
symptoms Shyh saw,'- Tully • TURN TO PAGE 2
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While hundreds flocked to Kentucky Lake during
the Memorial Day weekend, some caught more fish
than others. This blue him (right) took advantage
of the lakes as didr boatloads of people (bottom)
befort cooler temperatures and rain set in Monday.
STACEY CROOK Ledger & Frnes photos

By The Associated Press
The executive director of the Kentucky Vietnam Veterans Memorial
fund told a Memorial Day audience the U.S. government needs to
press for answers about the fate of soldiers still missing in Southeast
.-- Asia.
"Twenty-one Kentuckians 'arc still miss;ing in action, or POWs.
We're not sure which," said James N. Halvatgis, who spoke in Frankfort at the Kentucky Vietnam Veterans Memorial. "We had 23 missing in action or POWs when we built this memorial. Two of their
remains have been identified and have been returned to us in our
country. We still want to know where the other 21 arc."
-The hillside memorial in the state's capital. contains the names of
1,096 Kentuckians who were killed during the war. Two military helicopters flew over the crowd of several dozen Vietnam veterans and
their families during a 20-minute ceremony Monday.
In western Kentucky, U.S. Rep. Toni Barlow. told a gathering at the
courthouse square in Benton that the Memorial Day ceremonies represenn.hthe many Aood qualities of this country.
arc in celebration of America and we are caring very deeply
for the sacrifices of all of those who have gone below us," Barrow
said.
"Our nation was built upon devotion. dedication and sacrifice and
it was such sacrifices for family. God and country that have made
America the nation that it IS. AffleflCa Is moving ahead to keep building the nation in pride and greatno.
Besides honorong the soldiers who died in aytion people should
also recognize the soldiers who were wounded in a.two retired A ony
veteran Bill Holt at the Benton 1;vromon) •
ho is .1 decor
"They ion gave a 101 for their 4;owniq.— said Hon
aled Army helicopter pilot shut .er%ed in tlie Korean and \i'icinani
Wars.

In Loomis*, seyeral veterans newt/atoms participated in a serTailor N Jooilai eilictery
SI the Law
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Clinton stirs strong emotions at memorial
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Clinton stood to speak
before the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, the wall regarded by
vets as hallowed ground, Dave
Price turned his chair andshowed
his back to the Commander in
chief who never served. •
"There's no place at this
memorial" for Clinton, said the
Neti.rdn who,.sdld' the
names of about. 25 friends- were
etched onto the black granite
, panels. "He has trashed the
memo-ry of all my fallen
L•ornrades."
Price did not hold the dominant view toward Clinton's
Memorial Day appearance, judging by the applause that overshadowed the catcalls and jeers. But
his silent protest showed just how
emotional the day had become.
Clinton's decision to speak at
the wall generated such strong
-feelings because he avoided the
protested, against the
ltraft and
Vietnam War.
But for 12 years, presidents
declined invitations lo speak at
the Memorial Day observances at

the wall. Clinton came.
here on this day? I think not."
"I'm sick and tired of hearing
Clinton drew the loudest
all the people badmouthing otkr applause when he announced he
president," said Vietnam veteran was ordering nearly all U.S. miliSteve Falkenthal of Woodridge, tary reco.rds pertaining to missing
Va. "The tone is To'forgive and Anicricans from the war in
forget."
Southeast Asia be declassified
Clinton didn't apologize for his and made public by Nov. 11,
failure to serve in the military, Veterans Day.
and his speech appeared to
Clinton said only "a tiny fracchange few opinions.
tion of the dOcumen s wo
But the president captured the remain classified and not,availsolemnity of the occasion when, able for public scrutiny because
after speaking, he paused before of national security or privacythe wall and traced the name of a
protection -concerns.
deceased high school classmate.
As Clinton spoke, there were
Earlier, speaking in front of shouts from the crowd of
wreaths, flowers and pictures of "shame," "draft dodger" and
fallen soldiers that lined the base "coward."
Those comments angered
of the wall, Clinton asked those
who were jeering to hear him out. David Castillo, a Vietnam veteran
from Los Angeles, who said,
He told them, "Disagreement is
"You boo an umpire. You don't
freedom's privilege." '
boo the president of the United
"Let us continue to disagree if
States."
we must about the war. But let us
not let it divide us as a people . 'Bill Morey of Manc_keiter,
N.H., who rode to Washingtan as
any longer," Clinton said.
"I ask you at this monument, part of ••a motorcycle group of
Vietnam vets, said he strongly
can any American be out of
place? And can any commander- opposed Clinton's avoiding the
in-chier be in any other place but draft, but credited the president

•Staffoptimistic...
FROM PAGE 1
Wfille Panetta Ntl:,4:C•st•'ll Nome
tlekihrtrty on the Btu Liv •- - a tax_
on virtually all forms ot energy
based on the heat - content ol
luel -- he insisted that "some
kind of broad-based enern ta-x —
:till must be included in a

compaimise.
The Howie approved the
deficit-reduction legislation, a
combination of spending cuts and
'taxes designed to reduce the deli500 billion oyer five

clinton's populist image was
years, by a 219-213 .vote last
damaged lasrmonth when a stylweek.
Conservative Democrats, led ist from Hollywood gave him a
by Boren, had threatenedto block hair cut aboard Air Force One
the legislation in the Senate during a campaign-style trip to
because of the energy tax and California. Aides hoped today's
what they considered insufficient, trip to Milwaukee would help
restore his image. "
spending cuts. .
He was planning an economic
White House aides said Monday they were not sure what form speech, then a trip to a local
a compromise would take, but pharmacy on the city's workingthat Clinton was willing to accept class South Side.
"It's exactly. the right kind of
more spending cuts and changes
place to he seen as responding to
in the energy tax.
the interests of the middle-class
working people and the heartland,
as opposed to being caught up in
Hollywood," said Jeffrey Neu•
bauer, the former Wisconsin
Democratic Party chairman who
ran Clinton's victorious Wisconsin campaign.
The trip comes after Clinton's
Memorial Day speech at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Was
cheered and jeered. "Shut up,
DPEN1101t R 2t itlf6 A DAY, SAT 1 StfilkitAINDiT
coward," one man yelled,
RP64 ATii ATCialkf
although most of the crowd
seemed approving of Clinton's
presence.
"Let us continue to disagree if
we must about the war. But let. us
not let it divide us as a people
The Prck
any longer," said Clinton, whose
efforts to avoid the draft during
4-6-28-32-35-40-41-47
the war as a college student- nearly sank his presidential campaign.
The trip also follows personnel
changes in the White House and
a series of stumbles.
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NOTICE OF ELECTION
The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)county committee election
this year will be held on July 1, 1993.. The ballot below must be filled out,
detached and.mailed and received or returned in pen to FmHA,104 N.
5th St., Murray,KY 42071, not later than July 1, 1993. If you do not vote
in person you should mail your ballot inside a blank envelope marked ballot
to ensure a secret ballot. This blank envelope should be placed inside the
envelope you use to mail your ballot. Your name and address must be
legible on the outer envelope. Failure to provide this information will
render Your ballot invalid.Only one ballot may be voted in person or by mail
by any voter. Votes in envelopes containing more than one absenteetam
will not be counted,Ballots and envelopes may also be obtained from your
local FmHA office.
The slate ofnominees for Calloway,Marshall and Trigg Counties are listed
in the ballot below.The qualifications of persons voting are described in the
"Voter Certification Statement." For further information regarding voting
and voter eligibility, sec the County Office-listed above. FmHA elections
are open to all eligible voters withoutregard to race,color,religion,national
origin, agc, political affiliation, marital status, sex, and/or handicap.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
BALLOT FOR COUNTY COMMITTEE MEMBER(S)
State Kentucky County Calloway/Marshall/Trigg
* Candidates)
Mary F. Baker
()
Billy J. Kingins
()
•(

,th• t.,,
r 2C
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LIGHTNING IGNITES HOUSE
with "a lot of guts- for appearing. His fellow bikers, he said, --;.According to reports from the Murray Fire Department, lightning apparently
struck a house at 413 N. Fifth St. at approximately 615 p m May 30. Firecouldn't forgive Clinton and went fighters
extinguished the blaze before serious damage was done. Reports
as
a
protest.
home early
indicate there was some damage to the roof as well as minimal water
William-Malehorn of York, damage
Pa., said of Clinton, "What he
learned from other speakers may
have touched him more than he
touched us."
One Vietnam veteran, John
•.•

balk*
% OMR CERTIFICAT1()N STATEMENT
Subpart V. 01 Part 2.0i4 cTidc 7.Code of Federal Regulations ragosiiithm
k oter.for Couniy or WU C011MINSIO11411C1001111 MN the followeg
thiphdity requirements tat be fannen upenies el fanners; mid Mt him
then prin., ipal taming oprraision w 'than the cowl or ma for March Ike
rift twin 1. trent held
isISiA ilii halt,4 I Atte.' that I meet the taverna 1at wee

FIREFIGHTERS RESPOND TO BARN BLAZE
Murray firefighters responded to a call at 1609 N Fourth Street at 11 13

a.m. May 31 where a barn and stables had caught fire. The blaze was extinguished and there was no stwcture damage, according to reports.

to come "for a little forgiveness," but suggested that he
"now let it go" and not return to
the memorial for awhile.

Fie said a woman sitting next
to him, who lost her son in
Vietnam, was the only spectator
he saw who might have changed
her mind about Clinton during his
speech.
•
"She booed at the beginning,"
he said, but changed her mind
when Clinton announced he
would declassify records on missing- Americans. "By the end of
the speech, she was cheering,"
he said.

Early filing
helps ensure
fast refund

Betty Lowry, left, and Jo Benson placed flowers and miniature
flags at the Operation Desert Storm Memorial in the MurrayCalloway County Park. This project was by the Community
Improvement Volunteers to pay tribute to the men and women
who have served in the- Armed Forces.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
state tax compliance official says
there is a way Kentucky incometax filers could have kept their
refund from being delayed by the
state as a budget-balancing tool:
They could have filed earlier.
State budget officials, who FROM PAGE 1
have- delayed tax refunds in five
facts as stated, the Commonof the last seven years, Usually
wealth feels it does not have a
begin doing so in April or May.
case and would like to dismiss
Anyone filing after the first week
the charges,- said assistant counof March risks waiting until sumty attorney Warren Hopkins.
mer - for their refunds.
Michael Dock agreed to a preBur people filing in early
trial diversion in which he will.
February could have their refunds
perform 100 hours of community
in as little as two weeks, said
service,
have no other criminal
Steve Lenarz, commissioner of
offenses otherthan minor traffic
tax compliance in the state
violations, abide by the rules and
Revenue Cabinet. People who file
regulations
ofMurray State Uniby the first week of March should
versity,
and
pay1 restitution for
get their refunds in six to 10
Tam i Clark's emergency room
weeks.
visit on Ntw. 23 as well as any
Lenarz has another tip for peodamage
to the trailer, if any.
ple not wanting to give the state
Hopkins said the circumstances
an interest-free loan. They should
update their withholding forms. 'in Dock's case were different
"If you are getting back a lot than the others who are charged.
The remaining. .11 people
of money, that's a sure sign that
,charged
include: Jason Miller,
you need to update your withholding," he said.
Dane _Chandler, Todd ThrogrnorThe forth -is a slip of paper that ton. Chad Parker, David Jackson,
many workers have never seen. David Lee Rumpus, Brian BerryIt's Kentucky's version of the
man, Scott Tyler Curling Nick
W-4 form that tells employers
Winsett and Brandon Hayes.
how much tax money to withhold
Frederick (Rick) DeWayne
Casey was not present in court
from paychecks.
because of military- service. His
-Many employers/just copy the
attorney. Rick Jones. told the
number of deductions claimed on
court he would send the necesa person's W-4 onto the state
sary papers to Cassey. Action -on
form, called a K-4. '
his case was placed on (he July 7
docket.
Murray
All 10 defendants entered an
Alford plea of guilty, which
Foust said, in essence, means
WALTER L. APPERSON
while the defendants are not
Publisher
admitting their guilt, they are
stating the Commonwealth probALICE ROUSE
ably has enough evidence to conGeneral Manager

•Pledges enter...
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FROM PAGE '1
The illness is not believed to
he highly infectious, since no
health workers who treated
patients and no relatives
- outside of the one family - - caught
it. 1/(x)rhees said.

About 175,000 people live onthe 17-million-acre Navajo reser-

•Search continues...
FROM PAGE 1

rav Police Department. Calloway
Count
Fire-Rescue and the

jeans and a greenish-blue t•shert
the last time his parents. Bill and
Helen Jones, saw him.
The sheriff's °Hive. the Min -

1 urra •Callowa,y .County Disaster and Emergency Services have
been searching throughout the
southern part id Calloway
Courtly.
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The confirmed cases involve
12 Indians, five whites and one
Hispanic. Eight Indians. two
whites and the Hispanic died. The
youngest to die was a 13-year-old

The team studying the outbreak
has tound 14 cases in New Mexico and four in Arizona. Nine vation. It surrounds a
other ca.es may he linked. 631,000-acre Hopi reservation,
where about 12010 people live.
Voohees

dballirflossifte AM*
Parma)op Oa
won asoR pose
Ikkopoisoittoirwo•Isoomoo•
GiPologs•C.'.,hisn

vict them.
Under the plea agreement, the
If) defendants were sentenced to
60 days in jail suspended for two
years under the following conditions: perform 100 hours of community service, commit no criminal offense (other than minor
traffic violations), follow all rules
of Murray State University, and
pay resitution to the victims for
the emergency room visit and
damage to the trailer, if
Foust said he will-review each
defendant's case in six months.
"We will look at the possibility
of vacating or expunging (the
charges) at that time," Foust said.
After sentencing, Foust asked
Hopkins if the victims agreed
with the terms present.
"Thc_victims. were aware of the
situation and, to my knowledge,
they were in agreement," Hopkins said..
Foust told the defendants they
needed to be, "a bit more judicious about your choices in the
future."
, He said he did not want to
label the men as "criminals."
"But, I think what you did, to
be blunt, was kind of stupid," he
said.
Although Foust said he did not
condone the actions of the defendants, he does feel the recommendations made by the Commonwealth were appropriate.
"I hope everyone has learned a
lesson: You need to go on and
put this behind you, get your education, and go on about your
life," he said.
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Cave where man died described as treacherous
CAVE CITY, Ky. (AP) Cows familiar with the cavern
where a tourist died during the
holiday wtekend described it as a
challenging cave even for the
experienced ,spelunker.
And emerge.uy .workers said
the group that included William
John Cochran, who died • early
-- Monday -after -becoming stuck tik
the cave, appeared poorly
equipped to be in such a "treacherous" cave.
Coughlin, 27, of Oak Forest,
• III., was pronounced dead at 5
a.m. CDT while still wedged
inside Buitard's Roost Case,
mil&.
priVately operated cave I
west of Cave City, said Barren'
County, coroner Mike Swilt.
• Swift said he may call for a
coroner's inquest, and state
police are investigating. An auto• psy on Coughlin was scheduled
- today in Loinsville, • Swift said.
Authorities said Coughlin
struck his head when he plunged
nearly 30 feet. He then became
stuck,-in a ,narrow passage, trap• ping two other members of his
exploring party who were rescued
after a 17-hour ordeal.
The two men were able to get

out alter rescue workers treed
Coughlin's body about 12:10
•
p.m. ('UT.
The were identified as 1-1"0.,
Storlie. 26. ol Fort Wayne. hid..
and case guide Das.. Hardin of
Case City Despits• spending the
night in the 44-degree ;ass., both
refused medical :mention, Switt
Four other men Who were in
the touriiig parts got out ol the
case before Coughlin became
stuck. They were identified as
Phil (;ter. 21, of Cra‘\ lord.%11le, Ind.: Rich Fuerst. 21, of Fort
Wa

UK%

of

A tirnS\'‘46 el

Craw tordssille: and Jim Jakala.
24. of Oak Forest.
The case
near the boundars
01 Mammoth Case National Park
has a large main Ca van. A
Ilarrink -,:rasskpa,- e e sits on a far
corner into slat is called the
"Wild Case Tour.challenging crawl and climb that extends
several hundred yards. It was in
this part of the
that the accident occurred.
Ron Sloss, ail eSpL'IlL'IlL•Cd
er on the Bow Ii rig Green- Warren
County Ressue Squad. said the
men had only flashlights Ile said

five years ago and then sold out
-they were dressed in light, casual
his interest in the 40-aL- re .s111/4%
clothes and apparently were not
formerly known as -Rainbim
experienced cavers.
Caverns.
"Helmets are standard equipment." he said. "Usually you . New owner Gordon Hall. who
also- operates the Maniniouth
hase inure than one type of light
source. kneepads, food, water."
Cave Wildlife Milseum at Cate
Sloss described Buzzard's
City, was unavailable for comRoost as a "medium to difficultment Monday night. •
':
suitable linty for trained
as
The seven-member touring
"Beginning casers don't need
expedition entered the case about
to he in that cave in the 'last 4 p.m. CDT Sunday.
place. It's not a stand-up-andCoughlin fell from a rope lad
‘k alk case. It was belly-craw I," der and hit his head on a ro,i
Ii' said.
overhang about 7:30
;
Sloss said it was the most diffisaid.
cult rescue he's been in‘olvOd
The others came to his :1•NINsually we go into a stand-up tance and tried to help him up a
case and sontehod has a rock on
tiny' passageway. hut he !sesame
c1C1ILL'.
their loot, and we take it oil and
stuck in a I 'shaped
the walk out. We walked into
Hell this morning. We didn't
The explorers who were ahead
e1peil
of Coughlin in the passageway
FACI1 a former co-owner of the
got out of the cave, and they
case. Darrell Carser of Cave
called the local emergency resc tie
City. said he staved out of the
squad
casern.
"Parts of it, especially the side
Hada). the guide. refused to
dies were in, are pretty treachertalk to authorities: Swan 'aid.
ous." he said.
As many.. as 54) resLee iii ken
Carser said he co-owned the
were at the ssene through Ilk'
L ase briefly with a partner about
night. Rescue peisomnel winked

in 6-member shifts., and
treed t'oughliii - s +oils iisine
ropes and a 60.1fot
au.
lit
C.14%. liti‘k ,21 tori
etherc.:11.. \ ph sh. Ian xx ith the
ot Bow hug
(
said Ili .1111+,..•1 ,it the
about ; ;0 ail' lie entered
and was ahl„. to get
,lose ethnic!' to Lilk to Coughlin
but not dose enough to .01.4.* hill'

medical care
At that point. Coughlin:411d not
appear to 41ve bleeding fleas ily
Iromir the head ‘A..1(111LI. he said
HottCr1011 said lie didn't .1, now
xx 11.il kind% oil mimics Coinlihri
Rut he said
sullercd iii Itie

that when lie arrised
01.155 Ii and
M•as ha% imig dif I Is, 1.111),hreamliumig
'
Ile,
ht.'4,...In%4.' Of InV,,Ilre 011
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Quality still issue in health care plans

COM MERICAURESIDEN'CIAL
ServieeMAS1'ER of the Lakes
759-1707
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WASHINGTON OP) ds Dr.
Richard Robinson 'sees a basic
conflict between the way he practices medicine'and the way managed care health insurance programs work:.- He spares no
expense; they pinch every penny.
"Their objective is to prilvide
care at the cheapest or. least
expensive manner, where: I try to
provide the best quality care I
can provide regardless of cost,"
says Robinson, a pulmonary specialist in Woodbridge,- Va. He
said he regularly turns-down the
opportunity to) join managed care
provider lists..
Robinson's beliefs - are echoed''
• by other doctors who long have
practiced traditional fee-for
service medicine. and who stand
to lose patients and income as
managed care programs become
more popular.
But other physicians feel
differently.
'I don't have to agonize every
time I order a test or a referral
because I know the patients will
probably, follow through because
take it out of
. they don't have
their pocketbooks,' says Dr.
Judith Ratner, a pediatrician specializing in-adolescent medicine
at the George Washington University Health Plan in
Washington.
Pressure on doctors to join
managed care programs seems
likely to intensify as more and
more patients abandon - costlier
fee-for-service medicine.
President Clinton's emerging
plan for ovcrhaulding health care
is expected to rely heavily on this
concept, with millions of people
led to join large health care
groups, and doctors required to
accept generally lower fees to
treat them.
Managed care plans seek to
hold down costs by requiring participants to chOosc from among a
network of doctors who have
agreed-to set fees, and by closely
monitoring the delivery of medical services...4;
Foster Higgins, an employee
benefits consulting firm,
surveyed 2,401 businesses last
summer and found that for the
- first time . more than half -- 51
of the - 12 million
percent
employees and dependents covered under the companies' health
plans were in managed care.
Sesenty-seven percent of the
companies offered managed care
options.
"II I don't partivqvate. I am
excluding a tremendous portion
ol the population." said Dr
Dasid Plotsky a pcdutrit oph
thalmologist in Washington.
Plotsky said • plans can re•Ms. int lu•ling
ale hurdle.. li •
see prim.
requirement• that
at'. LOC physicians More ilk.)
sari he treated by specialists such
.t• ritiiitcll Ile said they Aims.Jr c
unties title Antal 4. 41% CCM,

f,

it1.1111- 1r-calm...in.. arid pap,1-..ork
Ittr dk'do n sail he a
Lsen thotii.:11 Rainer iikcs 11.1
health maiiitenan...
11\1(f. she is ner.on.
•( hit h. anti plan i under
pressures to mak it a fiLth' less
pans:ins
i.ostlx to take
•Iii xml ccii Jowl' on Ilk:
I
\1.11111 a 11,111011
11111•: %On
%%11114411 L;1111,111.: kloWli on the
'" •
4.i.oi.
/
Dr l',.tcr k.ippo .1 pediairc1
turns wales iii s. s si il nianayed
11.1111,
lift,
t.ar
••Ahhonoi otos ulliCtit pit restrit tioris on I,,tcrs and 11.111c:i1l,.
pauslits die N.11.1 bang
111C\
th• said
tor their_ bud..
• 1)iictiirs
care contend that ihcs
hi 410. re:isi: the ainowil /of

spt
. lid with gach. patient - to•
compensate for the loss of
I ncome!
Robinson said cost should not
be the only• issue in health care.
He said some of his patients
Who tried inanaAed care programs
conic back and "tell me they
don't !lase the opportumty to see
specialists, that they're limited in
terniss4 access to care."
Doctors have their own set of
o oilcans, patients have others.
Alter an unpleasant experience
ttith ;at 11MO 13 years ago, Linda Jacobson won't enroll in managed care even though it would
save her money. She doeSiTT
want her choice of doctors
restricted.
-1 know l could cut my costs
and the government's costs. hut I
W on hi rather pay out the money

News of the World

•

Ja,,..ohsow sc ho
as it is.- said
as a lederal worker can (hilose
trom a v.'de -~litns'e ol health
plans.
!klarie-Ilelene (1ugenhenn, who
arrived in. Washington from
France in P)8)4. said. -11'.%10s are
the most affordable wax to get
health care.'"
Also, she said. "lk hen you gem
into a- rww cit%. \. di tli.411 ii
get a network 01 doctor. %oh
has t' contiden,.;
Ladd BIM,
.;
cranou ol
114CsIdent for imi.uml.,etrtre iii
Washington. savs the nhanaccd
care reli.iral requirement doZ.:Ift
bother him.
1n0.1 My primary. care ohs s
It:tan to gist. good ads ice and
good direction." Biro said.
But Bill Martin. NAN1's treaSlifer, said he shlik W ith NAM's
catastrophic insuranse plan.
"It's a quality. ol care issue."
Itc-Naut-r -"I want io he assui,.,1iii
that quality 01 care."
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MEGA
FOOD BAR
SALADS - MEATS - VEGGIES - DESSERTS
Served Monday thru Thursday at 5 p.m.

#euen ftts

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.

COSIC OUSTED FROM POST

- Yugoslav President Dobnca CasSARAJEVO. Bovia-Herzegovina
io, resented by extrernict Serbs for his support Of 5 U.N. peke plan to end
murderous tig-ting :n the Balkans. was ousted by his parliament early today.
The move cou'd pro'ong the 14.-month war in rreighboring BosniaHerzegovina, where Bosnian Serbs on Monday pounded tne eastern Muslim
enclave of Gorazde with thousands of artillery and mortar rounds. In Sarajevo, Bosnia's Muslim-dominated army dug in above a key road it seized from
Serbs over the weekend during a fierce government offensive. The ouster of
Cosic in Belgrade indicated that hardliners are gaining ground in the truncated Yugoslavia. made up only of Serbia and Montenegro following the
secession of Slovenia. Macedonia, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.

ASPIN'S VACATION CRITICIZED

SHANNON, Ireland IAP.) — Defense Secretary Les Aspin vacationed for
severardays at an expenstve Italian hotel during a business trip last week.
accompanied by a longtime female friend. an entourage of aides and with a
military jet standing by to fly everyone home. Aspin defended his five-day
vacation, which took piace during an eight-day trip to Europe. He said he
and Sharon Sartori paid their own expenses at•the Danieli Hotel in Venice
and that he was on the phone two hours a day back to Washington talking
with Geri. Colin Powell, national security adviser Anthony Lake and others_
"I paid for the vacation myself," Aspin, appearing tan and res4ed, told reporters before his plane stopped over in Ireland en route home. The Danieli is a
converted royal palace where double rooms run $417 to $459 a night and
suites upwards of S7C'D

CLINTON COMMITS TO TRADE PACT

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton says his administration is predelayed global free
:
pared to make extraordinary efforts to complete a long
trade agreement that promises a badly needed boost to the world economy
Economists forecast that a successful conclusion to talks among 112 countries could add more than $1 trillion to world output over the next five years
by loweriAg tariffs and other barriers to trade in goods and services. Lured
by that prospect, the Clinton administration is trying to reinvigorate the lag_ging discussions, known as the Uruguay Round for the country where they
began in 1986. Clinton told America's maior trading partners in early May
that the United States was "willing to go the extra mile" to complete the
round, and since that time U S. negotiators have been busy developing new
strategies to overcome obstaClec
A
VW
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Year of Craft comes to Calloway
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Debate involves
search for just
the right phrase
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Assoc)ated Press News Analysis

•••

Designated as the "Year of
American. Craft," 1993 has been
MAIN S'IsREET
host to humidritis of cehchrdtiuims
around the country. Calloway
Countians can join the festivities
in several ways — by' attending
the Jackson Purchase Art and
Craft Festival on June 5 and 6; by
participatipg in "Baskets- 11Sy" on
Ledger & Times columnist June 8 at the Calloway County
Library: and by stopping in at the calendars for the first weekend in
June so they could Participate in
Clara M. Eagle Gallery to see the
the Jackson Purchase Art and
current exhibition, "Baskets from
Colt Festival. With the success
Art to Kitsch."
or each year, word -of the festiAlbert Sperath, director
the
Murray State University Art Gal- ---val's reputation has reached exhibitors who pride themselves on
leries and co-chair of the Jackson
Purchase Art and Craft Festival, quality craftmanship.
Because the Jackson Purchase
explains that the Year of American Craft pays tribute to handArt and Craft Festival is a juried
made work as an important eleshim -- meaning that exhibitors
ment of the western tradition.
have to meet professional stan"Craft is the art of the people, dards before they arc accepted tothe art of necessity," Sperath
participate — visitors will find
says. "Craft is when a per-son unique and handsomely crafted
goes from making a basic, funcitems at affordable prices.
tional item such as a basket, and
No outdoor festival is complete
changes its size, shape, color or
without an array of good lOod.
weave. It becomes craft." he conand this one . is no exception. For
tinues, "when the person breaks
the health-minded, there will he
into individual expression."
fresh fruit salads, blended fruit
Craltspeople from the South
drinks and fresh squeezed orange
and Midwest will be showing
juice.' And for those. who are
their handiwork, and guest artists
tempted by juicier fare, hamburwill dem oristrate wood duck
gers. curly tater chips. chili dogs,
decoy carving anti iron forging,- Polish sausage and steak sandwiat Kenlake State Resort Par-k on
ches are available. For nibbling
Rine 5 and 6. For six years in a
between display booths, visitors
row, artisans and craftspeople in
can snack on funnel cakes, cotton
the region have marked their
candy and homemade ice cream.

.

or

'4••••;%,

(These are just some of the highlights; the list of festival food is
just too long to include. Believe
me, there is something for everyone. even dieters.+
On Saturday, June 5.- the festival features free entertainment
front 10 a.m. to 5 - p.m. High
Gear,,a Marshall County bluegrass band, and Almost Famous.
country-rock entertainment_ will
be featly-J. The Spinners,- a
nalionarS-oupe of storytellers
!ruin the National Scouting
Museum, will cast their spell
f rom I 1:30 to 12730. At 2:30, Bill
Phillips, another story teller, will
regale listeners with "Kentucky.
Ad‘entufe.- a work that has been
performed around the state. Capping the day's entertainment at 4
p.m., a sneak preview of the
Broadway hit musical. -Oklahoma,- will be presented by Playhouse in the Park_
On Saturday. _June .5. festival
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. On
June 6, the schedule is HI a.m. to
5 p.m.
On June 8, in the Community

Room of Murray-Calloway County Library, folk art dealer Larry
Rackley will he availatrit Ur
answer questions about baskets
— their origin, value, anti repair
techniques. People from the..reg,• ion are invited to bring their own
-:baskets to the library from 9 a.m.
to noon. ana-1L4 Ti.m.'ne-xt' Tuesday as part of the local celebration of the Year of American
Craft.
About 180 baskets, 120 of
them from Larry Hackley's
extensive collection, are currently
on view at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the 4th floor of the
Doyle- Fine Arts 'Center on the
.Murray State University' campus.
The exhibition continues through
July 20.
For additional information
about Baskets Day or the basket
exhibition, contact the Clara M.,
Eagle Gallery at 502-762-6734.
The Jackson Purchase Art anti
Craft Festival is sponsored by
Business Council for the Arts, a
committee of the Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. Proceeds from the
festival. are distributed to local
arts organizations such as the
Murray Civic Music Association,
Playhouse in the Park, Murray
Art Guild, -and - Jackson Purchase
Dance Cotripany. For additional
information about the festival.
contac(the Chamber of Commerce at 502-753-5171. -

WASHINGTON 1AP) — When a debate in Congress stretches more
than eight hours, a. it did last week on the tax hill, the two sides soon
run out of new things to say.
That's when competition for the perfect metaphor gets as hot as the
Super Bowl, the Space Race and the Nielscns all rolled into one.
- "This is really-the Dr. Kevorkian plan for our economy," said Rep.
Christopher Cox, R-Calif. "It will kill jobs, kill businesses, and, yes,
kill even the higher tax revenues that these suicidal tax increasers
hope to gain."
Rep. Gary Franks, R-Conn., quoted a young constituent who calls
the Democrats the Robin Hood Party. If Robin Hood isn't quite right,
how about Bill Clinkin the Pied Piper?
"Please don't follow this misled Pied Piper down die wrong roat
It is going to ruin -you," warned Rep. Dan Burton. R-Ind.
House Minority Leader Bob Michel, R-III., said the Democrats were
"like lemmings headed over a cliff."
•
EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
"I am not a lemming," protested Rep. James Traficant,
who voted against the Clinton plan.
Democrats supporting the hill retorted by thinking up creative ways
Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro:
The Paducah Sun;• Paducah: •
to call Republicans cowards and hypocrites.
cities .have been brewing for
Kentucky's
plaguing
problems
The.
So-called ."right--to-die" issues that reach the courts are dolefully.
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., said Republicans who didnt his.
recent years has there been a wholesale effort to
only
in
decades,
but
similar.
Typically, a family that has lived with grief anti anguish for
how
about
the
House
handled
tax
bills
when
President
ifush
was
in
.
address them. That was the spirit in which the State of
document
and
many
years
is/arrayed against advocates, official and otherwise, in a
the White House only started hollering !titer Clinton was sworn in.
researched and written, and it does an excellent
was
report
Cities
legal
battle
the
that can have no happy ending.
"They have a gag-Tel-lex they can turn on and oft." he said.
and_deev-root d woes of muhicipalities
-- Rep. James _Inhofe, R-Okla., offered another view: ii tva the - job -of detailing the ominous
Everyone presumes to speak in the best interest of the patient, who,
throughout the commonwealth. .
,Dernocrats who created the tax bill to "cram down the throats of
being segetative or comatose, cannot speak for himself or herself
The 48-page report, which was prepared by the -Kentucky League of
Ametica with little or no notice."
in the present, at least.
Cities
after a year of research, does stumble a couple of times in its
Rep. C'harles Schumer., D-N.Y., told other Deinocrats if they didn't
recommendations to address' hose woes. It suggests. for example,
So it is with Kentucky's first case, now before the state Supreme
support the president they would "cut him off at the knees."
more partnerships between local governments — an idea that's neither
Court. Martha Sue DeGrella; 44, has been in a coma since enduring a
Rep. Mike -Synar, D-Okla., coveted all the bases M his speech of
easily implemented nor conducive to public accountability. ...
support for the president. „
beating ly,years ago. She is kept alive only by the food and water fed
That aside, it's important to note that the report offers a frank,
—The federal deficit, he said, was "the cancer" that "grows and
through tubes. Her condition is considered by doctors to he hopeless.
accurate description of the problems facing Kentucky's cities, particuHer mother sought and won a lower court order last year to remove .
festers .and. continues to eat away at the economic -vitality of our
larly the fiscal crises under which many of them are operating — or
nation.''
the tubes, but the patient's court-appointed attorney appealed and now
soon will be. It notes, for example, how cities are hamstrung by
--- He cited history. "Wellington at Waterloo could, have delayed
argues that the woman should be kept alive. PeGrella now has out- -law& -and otheF limits-on--their -abilit y - to- raise -- lived - her- mother, and her Siblings have taken uti the Cause. '•reluictive- mutexat
.attacking Napoleon until all the options - had•
revenue, yet under increasing pressure to provide what arc perceived
Much is made of what Ms. DeGrella may have said, before she was
as strictly urban services. Much of that pressure comes from non-city
-- -He quoted Shakespeare: "There is a tide in the a,flairs of men
injured,
about not wanting her life artificially prolongC.d, or what she
residential areas that typically arc exempt from city taxes.
which taken at the flood leads onto fortune; omitted. all the voyage of
might
wish
now if she were able to speak, which of course is unknowAlen- life is bourld in shallows and in miseries."
By exploring such issues, the report focuses some much-needed
able. Her family insists she had made such a -declaration, which her
—And he ended-with a mixture of geography and disease.
is
attention on a cultural expectation that promises plenty of trouble for
advocate argues is irrelevant 10 years later. That's an interesting posisuch a crossroads. I urge a vote for this hold initiative, and let us
ciiiCs in the 1990s and beyond: That city governments, not county
tion to take. Is will invalid because it was made many' years before?
begin to cure the cancer."
governments, should be the major provider of urban 4ervice9! That
' Late in the day. Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, said he had "listened
notion thrives despite the increasing- urbanization of non-city areas, The seven justices will agonize over their solemn duty, like judges
carefully to the debate, and 1 believe that there is sincerity on both
in other states have, but in the end, the choice seems clear. All arguand the fact that county governments have virtually every taxing
sides." Perhaps he also deduced that every relevant metaphor had
option available to cites,- including crttupational taxes. ...
ments aside about precedent, euthanasia and the prospect of discarding
been used. because he offered none.
The State of the Cities report does a good job Of presenting municithe. disabled and.troublesome . in some dark future, the court should
palities' stOries in an eye-opening way. It should be required reading
side with the family, people who can be assumed-to love their sister
EDITOR'S NOTE — Steven km-nanny is the AP's chief -con- -for every state and local official in Kentucky.
anti want the best for her, and not the advocate.._
de.
gressional correspondent.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Mock disaster drill involved many
Dear Editor:
On May 17th, representatives of local emergeni:y response agencies
and Murray State .University participated in a mock disaster -- an
earthquake which caused injuries in two campus buildings.
This disaster drill tested the county's response capabilities, organization and communication skills. It gave us an opportunity to put the
county's emergency response plan into action so that, in the event of a
real earthquake or other disaster, the citizens of Murray-Calloway
County can be bettei„ served and protected.
The drill was sponsored by the Calloway C'ounty Disaster Emergency Services in fulfillment of state regulations. NA.11.:.1 require each
county to have a full-scale drill every three years.
We had 'more than 100 participants for our mo..k earthquake and
would like to thank each group and indRidual for yolunteering their
time:
Twenty-eight volunteer victims; Hazel Woman's Club: Nturray Fire
Department: Calloway. County_ Fire Rescue; Murray/Calloway County
DES; MS(' Public Safety: Murray/Calloway County Ambulance Service: Murra‘ Public Works; MSU Amateur Radio Club: Vanderbilt
Chemical Co., Mayor Rill Cherry, Murray Police Department: Ken'lucky State Police: Murray/Calloway County Medical Explorers: Mur-fit yHigh fwhoi4 -.Aott- C041,own y 'gum, Hig*--Svh.s4 --(1,fttc-nts 'Aft,
County DES coordinators: and disaster .critics 1111111110 Quinn. Di
Mark and Sandy- Friend. Wry Cooper and Farr) .Anderson
We'd also like to extend a special thanks to Jett Steco. the DES
tramine officer. tor designing the mock disaster
Peggy ifillingion
Callowav County DES coordinator
607 Poplar Street, Murray

Seniors grateful tofishfry sponsor
Dear Editor
The %larray Calloway Ctsunty .1enior Citerens wants to thank the
Blond Kiser Bass'('lub lor sponsoring the tree lish try on %lay 2r %
had al1Prouraafel) I ‘41 sensor. to Attend and all of them had m
lel 1mw and a WHIN meal
114 Mum.. who pre-fulled tht* year, and to AI
SpC‘lal thank-' to To .
their member% who came and worked .0 hard, Looking and k leanine
Also thank. to the I akelariti Westex %illasee Kiishen liana sitio
I 11411k
41111,111111 thOW A ho had to wait ft was a Ael% Mit k'
Salk
SIMMS(
.111SCOV• is

•
ti

..sectik k

of

t

nit..,1

•

Iru belkliet kbrek tot
‘tagiikI Allow a), Counts essikig 1 oven.
itr Ilinstb 1 th Maggai

Free speech at a price
There's no such thing as a free
lunch, goes the saying,.and pretty
soon it appears there will no longer
be such a thing as free speech.
Consider just a few of the most
recent assaults.
In a case at the University of
Pennsylvania, live black sorority
sisters registered a complaint
against a white male student who,
they said, had called them "black
water buffalo" when they were
making noise outside his dormitory
roam at midnight while he was
writing a paper. He-claims he only
called them "water'buffalo," without reference to their race, because
they were so loud.
The university entertained this
case, going through numerous contortions because of its silty speech
code, which prohibits remarks that
might offend certain ethnic and
other groups the university has
decided need protection from injurious words.
But the complaining women
dropped the case in a manner that
appears designed to save university president Sheldon Hackney's
.gits - - nol the job he currently holds,
but the one he wants. Hackney is
President Clinton s nominee to head
the N41011411 Endowment for the
Humanities.
Then then we the never-ending
attentpts to rennive- hooks trom
public libraries or ban references to
God Al graduation ceremonies
%tot to he outdone, the LI') of
Cincinnati and its baschall team
haw het n 1141111%1MS 101 tilt' MON'
4/1611.46tVOU% Alk'llip4 to hind !rev
41Ct`t h Alit I an umukkc‘‘luldlort

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
in 1990 to prosecute a local museum
continue to be allowed.. Honestly
now. Which type of sign has the
director for showing the homocrotic
works of Robert Mapplethorpe,and
greater potential for causing detria more recent failed attempt by the
ment: beer and cigarette 'advertiscity to ban street racks for commer- ing, or a sign referring to the Bible
cial handbills and free publications, verse John 3:1`15?
the Cincinnati Reds baseball team
This affront to free speech comes
tried to restrict the display of signs - from a team whose owner, Marge
at Riverfront Stadium. Not .all Schott, was "disciplined" by major
signs, just those with religious leggue - baseball because she was
content.
overheard on a private telephone
When a suit was filed charging allegedly disparaging Jews, blacks
discrimination, the Reds decided to and people of Japanese ancestry.
ban all signs, explaining in.
,,ludicrThere seems no end to attempts to
ous statement,"We feel it is neces- limit free expression.
sary to protect the family-oriented
Wc11,1proposc a truce in the free
atmosphere of Riverfront Stadium speech wars. Conservatives shcluld
from detrimental signage."
no longer oppose any speech or
Detrimental signagc? Conimer- expression (except that which they
c till signs for beer and c igarcues will
might be forced to underwrite with

Just drop us a line ...
Reiders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all lettrs must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and It-It:phone number included in
case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Letters must not he more ruin 500 words. Letters should be
typewtitten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
condense of reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Led& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
rlomm.

their tax dollars) and liberals, including so-called free speech "purists," must no longer seek to regulate speech and expression based
on content or according to who they
think it might offend.
This means that conservatives
would have to tolerate demonstrations in which the American flag is
burned (a farm of expression already upheld by the. Supreme
Court), and liberals would have to
abandon their crusade to establish
speech codes on university campuses. They would also have to
cease attempts to regulate religious
speech and expression, since conservatives will have to agree not to
oppose speech and expression of an
anti-religious nature:.
_
Let the free speech wheat and
weeds grow together. Let all ideas
be expressed so that, in a free
environment, the best ideas will
prevail. No minds are changed
when mouths are silenced. How
better to correct boorish,evcri racist
ttinking than by finding out who
thinks this way and why? How
better to promote understanding and
tolerance for different beliefs, including religious beliefs, than to
allow those beliefs unfettered
expression?
Let's sec if those who claim to
regard the First Amendment so
highly regard it well enough to
defend speech that offends them.
For years conservatives have been
told that a healthy First Amendment
demands that we tolerate even pornography If so, there should also
be room for signs reading "John
'1 16" at baseball stadiums
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MURRAY TODAY
-wows
IJO'S DATEBOOK

.Seminfirs to be at CCMS .
The Youth Self'. I.,
Cp111111. S.11Idit Lk. a, Ii.., Si
Cs:flrer at 11...11101J.
he tittering Parenting Seminars for parents 01 the s, hoot I u
;r f!,
Valentine. los'al L hilt] psvv- hotoist. ‘v ill be the
Ne111111ars.
ManiI n Beale, duet tor oi the enter has iileasod
dates- anti-stitvteci
p in
at 6:
‘
10lItlai -I uric
Sell Fsicciri
p iii.
luestlav. June S. at h
p iii
-11 uesdav lune I''', at tv.
Health .111,1 I lin,
1.)jint, and \l,
hurstlav . June I -. at h t'o it in
uestlat. lune '‘ at 110011
SIFWIC Parclit, Nuppr ,ir
IttikW1 - Icalth
tion (iron')
•I he et t.'1111W ‘/14111111,11N
•,
III Iht.' 1111i saloteria r11
I
110011 sill1111,0"\ at ill b/2 III R00111 241: s.f C( \IS

4111

oBurkeen
j"Murray Today editor
The concert b the Nylons sill be at Northside Baptist Church.
1a field,
field. and not the Northside Baptist Church (il near Murrav, as
iousl) armoun,ed. The comcrt ill be Thursda.v. June 3, at 7:3()
p.m. A kite of I cring‘k 111 be takcii I II; fuhIi rN urgt.td to note the
place of the t()uteri

Doll Club will Meet Wednesdau
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, June 2. at 11'30 am.
at Louie's Steak House. North ;2th Street. Murray Gracie Erwin will present
the lesson on -Shadow Cutting Each member is asked to bring an exaZ10
knife and a cuttinboard All n-embers and interested persons are invited to
attend

District election on Saturdati
Calloway County Fire District No 6 'formerly Har-ris Grove and -Hazel Fire
Distrra rot Hazel City) will have its election for two trustees on Saturday.
June 5 from 6 30 to 10 30 a m a: Southwest ealloway Elementary School
Property owners residi-ng in the district are eligible to vote for two trustees to
serve with three that have been apoo nted by the County Judge Executive.
Those nominated are Glenn Crawford and Cnar es Cooper.

TWO church _groups will meet
Tne Cordel.a Erwin -Circle ot South P!easart
Chord' Women will meet Wednesdar, June 2 :1! •
Estei e Gooch will present the program
2. the c-;h
refreshments On Wednesday,, June .
meet at 7.30 pm a4lhe nome of Mas he .r...
the s•,,d4 on Mark 7 All interested perrior,
me change for tee surnmer mart'
note

Omni) 1517 plans

CCC
Camp 151; of L,ivilian Conservat
p, or to 1,",ircr.1 War 11 h
_ • •-;
-CA .0

United Mefhodist
m at the church
wrIl provide
'1"e churchwi
lead
.i . kr-,rd to
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C
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it! on
on
am iies are
p was located
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'i-Ct t ,i1".• •-• • • S0.1 OT Sycamore 'Street

IVI<I)IC meeting on Thurs(lati
Cc„noi!
me,t T r)L.,rsday, June 3.
State P
Cad z The meeting wid involve the
from tn. Pro;eLt Review Committee wftch
. ;cc the rrt•...- 1 -tor 4nat ret,.ononic-roaf.ons on tund
ear WisPiC hi •rr:e ,-r-d an Ai:or-I:ion of $".521.484 for
ing
•
r- :A 'o•-1.
oil cisad.
:TPA to servrr
:led adults, and
erve econor
d!sadvantaded
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• ,1 es currtintl#
-..„co
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on of emoloyrric--t.
re;-..00ns,oli; •or •
;;t. rtri
,
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Appi riation dinner Matinee' "l'itursciau
The 'WV
+ F.'st
for Miss or ; •-choo:
o•-; •
in 7 ,r ,-•
6:30 p m . • .:•-•
7.)arrit-,1'. Gar y
Jar,
; -irw000 Snaror)
flA
V O-c-•te

potluck

Altirrau Ciritans will Inc(' 'Iltursiktu
V,
,•
Coit',3r) C
Wi '''•-•-t
..L.1 attend
Res' r..ant A- meirners
Rote

-t-frie of rincri for fh e"

Lori Ann Crandall and
Colin Edward Moore to marry

Cralidall-Moore zvedding
vows will be said June 12
Mr and \h..
on I cc !laird tit Benton announce the engagement
and ,ipproa,fuuiic iii.irr iaoe ot their daughter. Lori Ann(„.'ranclall, it,
'011 of Auhres Moore 01 A11110 and the late -Rho
Cohn }"StVs
Nkrs. Moor,: ..mkt stepson of Toopie Moore 01 A11110.
11iss Crandall is Ow ::.1.111,1tiati12.1iter of Charles W. Baird tit. Grand
Risers. \Viltoril and. ‘14r1.:_ic: Ann Wa‘ttula of Grand Rapids. Minn....
and
and I lien 1111k., tit Leaeue Cwt. -"Iota..
•
'1,01,1,011 01 11,111e
"4100re Of 1.1iit ra%
11r M001,'
I.
or Marshall Count% High SLhool.
is r_iiriciiil% atieridint. Miura% S1,11,•• 1 lilt Cr•slt) vtorkiiir itittard her
1.1uriai
dei.rt•t• Ill .1touniiiiv. she is eiriploved
Iii'.' :2_100111 ele4.1 Is
1 00 I ,1•1,1t111:11e' 01 C.1110'0•;0, U011111‘ I 101
L [1001.
rakilw conr‘,..
Vlurra‘ State I niversii. arid is
emploted iii tie.
1111•111i,N
Saturila‘. tune 12. at ;
:••• ill he
I ho
1%111 al 'Hardin kapiist Church at Hardin_
rec,:ption
tolloy, the L-ereinorrr.
tr tends
III% itod 10 attend the yteddiiir anti
1U re I al
I

LI 1 It officers at Fast Callima% lementar‘ si hoot
BEI
\s ere. 11111111 left, 'Maggie Nielson, pr'.'.ii!.
tly
Cunningham. ice president; Brittant Guess. set Fe tal-%
lime, treasurer.
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A LE ITER FltONI President Bill Clinton sta. recciled I,‘ 06141
grade students ol itetty-Jacksori. Joann Shoemaker aittillett. lias
sell al Siorifilmesl( anima', t.lemerrtary school. .1 lie r- I.ts. li,id i it
It'll letters to President Clinton %Oak stud!, Mg .I 01111 011'.461-1-r n
tsponse fom
r
Ow President included lettei s, pit tut,
diI
I
merit 111
s and several other items. Pictured. from Is 11.
list id
.16.11 SvIses. I illativ ( oniiirOi.iiii. Nle.e.....iti It'ir,..,.,
Arren.
Waist' 11
1nne-11arie 1)11[11.11) and Derit k '11 ill-,ins,
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Ter-in . w ehaye a fish fry
Mitr'rican Legion PosC89 at Pzir,s
hush puppies, beans and
Friday. June 4: at 6 p m at the dost home,
salad will be $4 per person. The putp•ic is .nvited to attend

1 oesilas. lune 1
I 11
\lph., \hi Clialpir 44769
u is up
•
\J.! `4. r.j, ,
S.1 K,

Retired Teachers plan meeting

\I ii rIJS

Legion plans fish jr-q on Fritlay

rII ,

•

I 1

1 tit i .1

Members of Calloway County 'Retired Teachers' Association will meet
Monday, June 7, at West Kentucky Exposition Center, Murray State Univer.
srty, located on College Farm Road. The retired educators will assemble at
1,p.m. for refreshments. A• program will follow.. _CCRTA President Vanda
,Gibson urges-all members and rettred teachers whO are not members, to be
present to bscuss matters that affect retired educators
U.S. Congressman Tom Barlow will speak Thmursday. June 3. at 7 p.m.
in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray. This event
will be sponsored by United We Stand America, Murray-Calloway County
Chapter. Light refreshments will be served, according to Dr. David Roos,
spokesman for the chapteç who invites the public to attend.-

CCMS Council meeting Wednesday
Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday. June 2, at 5:15 p.m. at the school. Marilyn Willis. princi.
pal, urges all members and interested persons to=attend

Elkins reunion will be June 5
The annual reunion of the late Dallard Elkins and Jane McCuiston Elkins
will be Saturday, June 5, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The event will start at noon A potluck meal will be served.

Family and school reunion planned
The Codk Family and Vinson School Reunion will be Saturday. June 26,
at the Hazel Community Center at Hazel. This is an all day get-to-gether for
sharing conversation, old pictures and scrapbooks any one wants to bring to
the event. A potluck lunch will be served, about 1.p.m., but persons may
come early and stay late. A special welcome is extended to new families
and the Downs family members from between-the-rivers who will be attending that have not previously been with the group.

Pageant planned on June 5

Baby. Littfe, and Teen Miss WeStern Kentucky Pageant will be Saturday. June 5, at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah This is open to girls. 0 to 19
years. and boys_ 0 to 5 years. Each contestant will receive a large trophy
For more information or entry form cal! 1.-554-7279
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Oaks' ladies plan
golf and bridge play
Wed nesdaij morning
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Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will he Wednesday.
June 2.
- Bridge will he player' at 9:3.0
a.m, with menthers serving as
%oluntecr hostesses.'
Golf play will start at 9:3(1 a.m.
with Erma Tuck and Martha Enix
as hostesses. Pairings at ill he
made at the tee.
Winners of goll play on Wednesday. May 26, have been
released by Bronda Parker, buslets, as follows: Medalist- - Vickie Singleton.
First flight - Sue Welk, last,
Shirley Wade, second:
Second Night - Debbie Ray,
hi Nt, Bronda Parker, second:
Third Flight - Agnes Payne,
lust, Laverne Claxton, second.

„ow*.
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A•FRENCli AS I 1SG part vtas prepared liv Nlar.Jarel ROW,'
French Class of Callotta ('mints Iligh School for the third 2rartr
clalses of liett Jackson, Ilett, Hassell andiAtiann toto.•lu,1 1,,
as a coot:holing actit it hi their
SOU(h%t 0.1
France. Nlichael !kale and Susan Bout- hosted thu ia I ill
describing the food and stirs ing it. Pit lured are Mile, Ituu, , \lad,
!eine Philpot and Cassandra [touristic!! at the parit •

Galloway receives school liouo,
ItOWI.IN(1
Harding tialloway. son 01 R-r...%
and Fran,es GalloAav, is an 11011
or stlIdelll ill lilt' 199; graduanrw
-L I:vs..
, of Boti.lint., (ireeri . 11o,11
School. Ile
the grandstui in
Mrs. Hanle lee
the'
late 'larding tiallovi.av mil
‘lurray.
(iallowa). plans to attend (icor
gia Institute (it Teclitiologv 10 Ilk'
tall as an cle% Rita! entnnecrini:
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The
Side Door.
Card & Gift Shop
1106 Man St • Renton. KY 42tir'Zu
Holm *um.5 p nit
Open late,by'ppointment
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On The Court Square!

'

527-1184
"Congratulatiorm!'
Tracy Compton

KIDS COMPANY kicked otT its summer session %%Or a full enroll ;twat. The 94M1M1691 pfttgraNI still in'. In& elfin ational and fun field
trips correlating mill) thematic units sto h as en'. momenta! .1%%.11- r•
nes., morel) and multi-' ultural projects. %long vt it h %tater and
pin swill Mow.. themys, the program will int lude trips to %% under
allott at Park Pool.
%%Ater% and tvet-Als trips Its %Itorra

AUDITIONS
'The Star Spangled Girl"
I.'.

Pier l's
Bridal Registry

June 7 & 8 from 7-10 pan.
at the Playhouse In The Park
Ell

(Parts for (2) men and
\(1) woman age 18-35)

Off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
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I h./lone Greenfield & David Mass
May 24, 1901
melissa Lampitins & Ashky Plummy
June 12, 1991
- Kennita & Juhn Kind
May 15 1991
,
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Amy & lravis Flicks
May 16 1991
Cnssy Ehersuld & Jason Wnight
lune 5, 1991
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Jordan blisters Knicks

Music City
Madness

Bulls- star nets 54 to tie series
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Wrenn

CHICAGO - Michael Jordan
took matters into his own hands
and shifted the growing pressure
in this dynamic- Eastern Confcr;nee' final Onto the muscular
shoulders of the New York
Knieks.
Firing mostly Irom long range,
Jordan scored 54 points to lead
the two-time champion Chicago
Bulls to a 105-95 victory Monday
that es ened the best-of-7 series at
tsso games each.
Now the scene shifts to New
York..where the Knicks are faced
ith a must-win situation in
Wednesday's game -- just as the
Bulls were alter_ losing the first
two earns!. at Madison Square
(artier'
Knicks coach Pat Riley was
asked ii the pressure is now on
his -lean].
"Definitely," was his answer.
The crowd in Chicago Stadium
was roaring with every shot as
Jordan- hit on 18-4-30-from the
held -J-I• including six threeafter going 3-for-18
p)inters
Saturday in one of his poorest
per
"He was in a zone," said
Riley. "He had everything going

tor him."
"Michael Jordan had an outrageous day," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson said. "HO' bailed us out
with a number of shots. It was a
dog tight .but we came out on
top.''
Jordan continued his boycott of
the media and did not speak after
Game 4.
Despite Jordan's superb effort,
the game was hanging in the
balance with 2:09 remaining and
the Knicks trailing 94-90.
Scottie Pippen made a basket
while getting hammered by
Anthony Mason and completed
the three-point play for 97-90
lead. Another basket by Jordan
sealed the decision.
"That put us in a comfort
zone," said Jackson. "A fivepoint or even a six-point lead is
still the danger zone. Scottie was
met, checked and out of rhythm
hut be made the big play."
Patrick .Ewing, who scored 24
points to share team-high honors
with John _Starks, called Pippen's
shot "Miraculous. Michael had a
great game. But even though he
scored 54 points, we were still in
the game."
Ewing said the Knicks had
come to Chicago looking for a,
sweep. "We were not overconfi-

dent but taking one game at a
time. They're a good team but
they can he beaten," he said.
1t was Me sixth tune Jordan

Nashville takes
over OVC hoops
tourneys in '94

had scored 50 or more points in a
playoff game. He holds the all-

Stall Report

time, playoff high of 63 against
BoStOn in double overtime in
1986.
"Michael had a hot hand and a
big game for us," said Tippet/.
who, like Jackson, doesn't like to
see Jordan take over a game
'It's not that we don't want
to get his points, but it makes it
tough for others to get into the
game and step it up when the'
have to.

Murray Ledger &

NASHVILLE. Tenn
The Ohio Valley Conlefence
has selected Nashville, Tenn
a; the site lor the 1994 OVC
men's and women's basketball
tournaments, league olticial,
announced last week.
The -decision was made in a
meeting of the league's presidents and athletics director.
Thursday at the -OVC Summer
Meetings in Richmond.
The tournaments will be
held together March L5 at
either Nashville's Municipal
Auditorium or Me mortal G‘Innasium on the Vanderbilt University campus. Seven men',
and sqv en women's teams will
participate in the three-,I.L.
event, but the evict
yet to be determined.
"We are excited to bring the
tournament to Nashkale and
we anticipate that the marl'
OVC lans and alumni who
reside in the Middle Tennessee
area will support the tournament,- OVC Commissioner
Dan Beebe said.

Jackson made a concession to
Jordan, who had II assists whey.
he hit only three shots from the
field Saturday.
"We, told Michael that I()
assists are as good as 30 points,
said Jackson, "hut I don't know
about 50, that's a little better..
Starks, who had the task of
guarding)ordan, said ''It wasn't
tough. - I was playing good
defense. He was just knocking
down the shot. He didn't really
have a lot of uncontested shots.
It's not frustrating. I'm looking at
the score not his points."

Assocatea Press ' e Dnoto
Michael Jordan returned to his old sell NIonday. scoring 54 points
in the Bulls win over New York to even the series at 2-2.

Phils reheat umpire feud

-Kings, Habs set for Cup final

The men's tournament has
been held the-.past two sears at
Rupp Arena in Lexington.
while the women's tournament
has been held at the site of the
conferenee•s regular ..season
champion.

MONTREAL (AP)
The 23 Stanley Cup banners that hang
•
front the Montreal Forum rafters say the Canadiens arc the team of
ql
the game one way or
'
would never do that,'•
By BEN WALKER
tradition.
anoths.r,- Pinnies catcher Darren
DaYid.on said. "I've never ever
AP Baseball Writer
The 16 Stanley Cup rings that rest on the fingers of: Wayne
Daulton charged.
done that. :,rul I never will. I'm
Gretzky, jari Kurri, Charlie Buddy and Marty McSorley say the
Daulton threw his mask alte.e.....thsappoint4d he would say some
A few years ago, a feud
Los 'Angeles Kings arc the team of experience.
-Beebe said the work of the
between the Philadelphia Phillies the balk call and was elected.
likiz that."
•
. "Los Angeles doesn'ttave tradition as a team right now, but we
\ashy ille Sports Council and
Manager Jim Tregosi also was
and the umpires became so big
In 1990, the Pinnies and the
have players who have been there before," Kurri said Monday, a
that commissioner Fay Vincent - tossed during the dispute.
the hope of making Nashvillimps got into..4 big-time dispute
day before his Kings meet Montreal in Game 1 of the finals —.and
Phillies pitching Johnny Podrcs
had to break -it up.
le's
.
proposed new arena the
alter umpire "Cowboy." Joe
begin the last phase of the quest for their first title in the franchwas kleited earlier in the game
.Things have been pretty quiet
permanent home Ior the es emit
West body -slammed pi dier Denise's 26-year history.
between the Phillies and the
lor arguing halls-and-strikes.
were major IZte(Or% iii brinyuw.
nis Cook during a light, between
"We have guys who remember What it's like, how great the feel- • unitis since-then, but that might
To blatantly • make calls
the
tournament to Nashville.
tlic Phillies and Mets. That led to
ing of winning the cup is, how much fun it is. We can bring those
_change alter what happened Monbectrusts .vodre mad at somebodv.
"The OVC is pleased with
['which). he
the Philltes
memories back," Kurri said. "Having the tradition of Montreal is a
that's way out of line.- Daulton
day night.
the ellorts and interest 01 the
and the umpires- and between
big advantage for them, just as it was a big advantage for us in .
said, -That should tie ‘;.• r
A balk Call by plate umpire
Nash% dle Sports- Council and
National league president Bill
Edmonton. We want that for L.A., a tradition that can go on Oar 'Bob Davidson - -touched off an thippen,'
.
Hs'
executive -director Jerin
Whitt.' and the- umpires' union.
after year after year." '•
MOIL.: pitcher CurrSchillmng
eighth-inning rally that sent, the
Hannon:: Beebe said. "We
F‘enitialtv. Vincent '. played . the
After winning four titles in Five years, Gretzky arid McSorley
Cincinnati Reds over Philadelphiclaimed that during an at-kit in
feel like we've begun 3 mutupeace-maker, and all sides
went from Edmonton to Los Angeles in 1988's stunning_megatrade.
-a 6-4, settingd off a war of words. the third liming. Daxidson told
ally beneficial relationship
seemed somewhat happy.
Buddy and Kurri won another chanipionship with the Oilers in
"Bob is one of those impact
hint halls-and-strike calls were
and, in light of the plans for a
The truce, however, may be in
1990 before joining Gretzky and McSorley in Los Angeles before
.umpires. It was an ESPN game
gorng against hirn because Datilnew arena, we plan on contiteopa(dy alter what happened in
the 1991-92 season.
- and he couldn't wait to suit up. ton had -been complaining. Davidnuing it for a long time,'
the eighth -inning at RiverlIont
"We all came to L.A: for a certain reason," Huddy said. "When i
; He was going to make an impact
son denied saying such a thing.
S t a diii nit .
Wayne came, people expected L.A. to start winning Stanley cups
•
right away, but it's taken-five years of hard work.
"Everybody's goal is to get to the finals. To eo through it with
these guys was special the first time. To be able to go to the finals
again, together hut with a different organization — one that had
been down and was looking for a lift — that's very special."
NCAA TRACK CHAMPIONSHIPS
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'

Actions & Reactions

SCOREBOARD

Jane Rogers Ins.

Olerud still smoking
By The Associated Press
The John Olerud watch is on:
()lewd enters June ban/Mg a

inaior league-high .395 after hithomers and driving in
tine
•

three runs to help the Toronto
Blue Javs heat California 10-5
Monday at Anaheim.
Olerud and Barry Bonds flirted
with the .400. mark for part of
Ma‘. and now they're close

The last two players to really
get serious about hitting 400
were Rod Carew (.388) in 1977
and George Brett (.390) in 1980..
.Ted Williams did it last, hitting
.406•1941.
Olerud has nine homers this
season — .all on the- road.

hard time.," said California's
John Farrell. yvhu! gave up both of

"I can't go up there and try to
hit homers; I just try to hit it hard
and on a line," Olerud said.
"Today, I got good pitches to hit
and the trajectory of the drives
was good.:
Roberto Alomar, Pat Border.
and Ed Sprague also homered for
Toronto. On Sunday, the Blue

olcrud's homers. "Olerud swung
the hat three times today and hit
the hall a total ol allow 1.200
t,•cl.• •

Jays hit three home runs, including drives by Olerud and
Sprague, in beating Oakland
13-I l. •

Bonds enters the new
month batting .394.
"Ile•s given a lot of people

.4!3111.

qurray State sophomore sprinter Heather Samuel has qualified to run in
both the NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Champpcinships 100- and
200-meter dashes this week in New Orleans, La Samuel. who automati•
cally qualified for the 100 meters on April 24, had to wait until Saturda#
NCAA selections to receive a bid in the 200. as.her .best time at that c
tance was Igor one-hundredths of a second sKort of automatic
qualification.
Her 100-meter qualifying time of 11.20 seconds is the seventh-best per:
formance in the nation during the outdoor season, while her 200-meter
time of 23.32 'seconds ranks 12th nit O''al!V

UNITED WAY SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT

N. 12th

305

St., Murray

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

420.1-0;24

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
MAJOR LEAGUES

Kenlake Foods won the first-ever united Way Softball, Tournament held
at the Murray-Calloway County City Park on Saturday.'May 22. Briggs and
Stratton took second place honors, while Fisher Price took third and Ryan
Milk claimed fourth.

Ali Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct.
W
'18
625
569
2; 22
569
23
22
540
O23
469
22
25
42C
21' 29
"9
3"3
32
West Divisoon
Pct
W
5# 3
27
2"
21
25
5'•
:4
21
24
510
25
490
25
26
27
426
20
433
'9 2'
###,,,e•y • Games

LOCAL BASEBALL
KIRKSEY BRIONCO LEAGUE
Peoples Bank lost to Calvert City 8-7 last week in Bronco League
action at Kirksey. Daniel Dunn, Wesley Smith, Benjamin Newton and Tim
Evans all had hits for Peoples. Pitcher Eric Duncan al•owed just three
walks.

GB

z•
Sea

2
2

EARN
6.20%

Weal

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work.at
,a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
i Commercial & Residential)

It4a)

••

3

4

York ,1,11 WM

a'

1.

-,#

•
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New
'

C Si a' CNcago

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

D & W Auto Glass Sho

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantees

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price

FREE ESTIMATES

uI

5

Pct
64'

DikiS1011

W

s

—Vinyl Siding

As 1.1{.A.

753-4703

.1

Ge

22

GB

'..esoss 11 Games
5 ' Delfoit iGuilicSson

.3.res 2

Pct

••

San
Vac'a

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Lamb and C. Owen doubled, and Aaron Cowan, J Owen and J.R Potts
singled. Greg Wilson added two singles For Kroger, Brady Harris finished
with two singles and a triple and Kyle Braddock had two s.ngIes oatrick
Greer -tripled and Chris Felts added a single_
• On Monday, Shoney's beat Kopperud 15-3 Shoney s was •ed by
Mario Lawrence's double and three singles Clay Lamb got a doubif
single. while Sean Clemson added two singles. Williams Vince ;I.
and Darren .Keel doubled and singled Lawrence and Brian Adams
bined for a two-hit, 10-strikeout win
• In Monday's seconewne. Garland Used Cars defeated Peoples
Bank 15-9. For Garland, Chris Thorne had two hits wh.le Michael Swain.
Clayton Elliot, Clint Kear and Joey
tterworth ail singled For Peoples
Bank, Reid Johnson singled

3

4

Cheri beat Kroger 8-5 in Sunday s Kentucky League play For Che,

•

P6. azei.,#
tiitc""'"ea
C•icagc
Si • .4.1.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
"ra

Call 753-4563

CALL
753-7020
,

1 of Installation and Service
‘,I2 South 12th St., Murray

•
•

American Made - American Owned

WAREHOUSE TIRE

".•
•

my
•
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Animal, produce prices remain steady after April rise
1

WASHINGTON .A1-3) — Price
increases tor tomatoes, milk,
broilers and tfogs held overall
- farm prices steal.nth
despite declines for lettuce,
- wheat, eggs and onions, the Agriculture Department says.
' The All Farm Products lnde-s--of Prices remained at 146 in
May, the same level it reached in
Alia USDA said -Friday. That

11111, overall prices ),ere 144
penent higher than in 147'. the
year the department uses as
Shortages ca-used bs California
rains and Florida Skunk drove up
the prices growers received tor
segetahles iii .April. .-\ record z7_
percent increase in commercial
vegetables helped-raise the over
all ionimodits index 2.1 percent

'
Irom Marsh to April.
Ma's index was 5 points, or
,
7.5 percent higher, than it was in
•MasI92. the USDA
4.
The vegetable index declined
.19 percent in 81 1-ay. A sharp drop
in 1,1tuce prices from record
in April accounted for
ot the decrease, the USDA
said
N„itheless, May prices for

June brings garden rewards
In my garden. June
the
month when big eewards come in
the present and big preparations
are made (or the future.
"First, the rewards. I find
myself, here at the start of June.
harvesting all sorts of delicious
things.
I have just finished pitting and
Ireeimg eight quarts of cherries
fropLpur beautiful and dependabh• Montmorency pie cherry
tree. r My husband picked as
mans a's he could reach, but leti
- plenty tor the birds who were
hold enough to gobble the fruit
ever) as he picked.)
Early June is also strawberr
time. I have a gorgeous, fresh
strawberry pie waiting for me as
tonight's dessert.
The sweet, crisp %Inns IvAN
have been daing well and I will
he picking them and eating them
CS
day tor much of this
month. Lettuce, broccoli, tomatoes and chile peppers will come
in a few weeks.
As a feast for the eyes, all or
the roses are blooming heavikthis month, and our vases s%111 .he
lull for all of June. 1 have also
- begun a wildflower patch out
behind the corn crib and the first,
poppies and annual baby's breath
are creating a colorful carpet ol

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker.
•••

blossoms
\ow tor the pr;Taal ron. 10t
hour: liarsest,. I has: let ins
asparagus plants grow up to pro
‘.1(14:
CtICr.7%. 1011

.orrio

Inn,:

next sear', sli•toh. but
there are asParagus beetle Liisa..
snasking on the isnder tern-liks•
toliage.
I will ipterrupt their meal
nianently

arpl‘
,
Ang

h‘

Bak. inns (hut
them, sale lor
den visitors.

a

p,.r

aided by our cool and rainy
tring. hut 1 know that this picas
tillspring weather will become
more summer-like ---just plain
not anti drs - as June progres•
It's time to mulch.
\ three-inch laser ol straw ((or
rslableso or shredded hark Oar
Anamentalsr will help relam %
moisture and keep weeds thiwn.
:\• (or sortie root vegetables,
• It as the Rubs Crescent and
Yukon Gold potatoes now leaning
out. a ,L,11 laser of mulch can
make liars s.sting ea.'s.' when the
season ends.
tit course. when we think
about June and the onset al sumhase to rcinemba the
rw 0 hie robs ot this season:
Mid
als'r
tito.;• steeds

littic

more 11,11101

listucherric's v ill bk:
Ihr.
month, 1•4r1 I ykon't 1.!it att it the
nroLlor42.hrd.. cardinals ,oil

brown thrashers get to inV three
:Am:, 1 hasi p1,tett blAk
• k
INitstw..- and

that all ol your
and !lowers are
w.,..11 nourished and rcad\ to lake
MAC

•urc

ti..

I

ii

tiIIC

L oh

bier, in about two weeks.
All at, ins garden has

11,‘irr

lk

break
sh,„1; 01 sour favorite tree.
'sample the trims or :WW1 labor
watsh the Ilossirs gross.
.

1-111111111s, of IIIA)INC A jul.'s

S0111,C11 a

Pesky ticks can be controlled with care,
staying out of typical tick-infested areas
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger 8. Times Sian Writer

As the weather gets warmer
and more people go outside for
work and play, outdoor pest
become a bother. For anyone who
has ever walked through a field
of high grass, it is ofte-n difficult
to remain free ol ticks. However.
there axe ways to prevent these
creatures from becoming such a
dangerous nuisance.
Jim Erwin, administrator at the
Calloway County Health Department, said he has received several complaints about thc ticks this
ca r.

"The best way to avoid ticks is
to stay out of areas where they
might he," he said. "Make sure
you check your body before - yah
walk into the house. It is important if you have had tick exposure
to tell your doctor so he can run a
test because the incubation period
is between four and six • weeks."
Ticks prefer to live in woods,
tall grass, weeds and brush. They
climb onto low vegetation and
attach to suitable hosts which.
pass by, including pets and
people.
Treating.lawns is of little benefit since this is not a preferred
habitat for ticks. If insecticides
are used, treatment should be
concentrated in areas where pets,
rodents and other potential wild
hosts of ticks arc likely to frequent such as the dog house.
fenceline and along margins
between brushy or wooded areas
and the
A good way to determine II
ticks are present is to _drag a
3-toot by 3.-foot white flannel or
cotton sheet through suspected
areas. Ticks will attach to the
sheet and - be visible against the
white background.
Although folklore contains various recommendation far removing attached ticks. Erwin said the
best way is simple.
"The safest vs,a)- - is In get hold
.ol the tick with freezers and apply gentle pressure until it is
removed," he said.
The easiest way to prevent lick
infestation is to tallow these
guidelines:
eAsard walking through uncut
held., hru.it and other areas likelv to harbor ticks. When hiking
or picmcing in these areas, wear
long pants tucked into socks and
consider using tia repellent.
Walk in the center ol IntMed
trails to avoid brushing up
against seriatim

•Ins-ps•st tarnils
; :I after
being in trek -wrested areas mil
Iramptls remose any ticks it hiIi
ire round.
•Kccp grass and shrub, in sour
said trimmed and elc.ir i''ser
grown egetatromn Iroin C4e, tub
your properts. Ticks ,r,ord tflreet

28 percent from prices logged J cent abase Mas. 1992.
year ago. Seasonally declining
Beer cattle- prices rase 10
supplies of oranges and reduced cents.. to
70 per 100 pounds
Aix ks al -red delicious apples 01 list. weight. oser last month
resulted in higher prices al those and `s5.80 over \Lis 1992. Steer
items.
it SS I 70 per
and hteikr prat e
The Mas potato and dry bean hundredweight
were till
index rose 8.6 percent mei- 1JS1
slightly from April but wer:
4:M
month and 71 percent aver May
pit 1L'd
".i.40
1992. May potato prices as craged
S,8.29 per WO pound., up 82
" prkes as.laged 'ssti III
C6
cents from April and nearly douluilhltedsscighl iii \la. up
ble last May's S4.43:
AI ao,, nom April Ills' \t"
hog
The May index for livestock
pit hundred.
SO
price 111
and related products was up 0.6
weight was up
;I) IriMI
percent over April-and 6.3 perAlkl 'NI 70trout last
\

Poultry growers association salutes
Seaboard Farms for positive impact
legislation, education and pro- need not he subp's Ill to undue
curement of needed production hardships and Irustrations.
consideration on a hest cost basis.
Ansone MICICSIed in path,
The group assumes an inherent patiar in this •type al mlorma
obligation to disseminate infor- nonal awareness should.leel Ifek'
mation that will maxinnte the to attend the next meeting al the
profitability and well-being of the Kcp(1,-\ at 7 p.m., Thursday.
June 3. in the May held
poultry industry.
In holding with the phdosphs
build mutt.
at dispersing intormation, the
A represent:doe it'r Grainger
KCPGA has decided to asad Industrial and Commercial
Faiumment and Supplies will K2
nest
on hand to explain the new con
cg
°rniNnuvietrasi.mil
:to
This is
Poultry production has existed
tract with 111C lAt'lqI
in this area for close to three ane at mans such ontraets pro
years and w Ia..c these growers do cured hs Oh: AssotAA11011.
not profess to he experts. they
II you would like additional
have amassed A tsCA1111 01 pratiiintorniation, tonia.1 John Pen
cal knowledge and esperienee.
!outgun] at 52'-1015 or Alan
The (eel that new producers .Adams at ;s2.2:s10.

The Kentucky Contract Poultrs
Growers Assliration would like
to publicly salute Seaboard Farms
of 'Kentucky for its positise
unpact on the local economy.
!Members of the KCPGA 'Commend Seaboard's busines demeanor. The recent announcement of
Seaboard's intention to expand its
facility is a testimony of a successful operation.
Carly in the poultry operation,
a group of gravvers recognized
the need for an organization, and
-thi' Kentucky Contract Poultry
Growers Association was
established.

early when
nis.nkis JR still small: As
tor %k.itcr.... it helps to keep an
on the weather so that you The KCPGA serves to improve
will 11114:ilk.' iheiii \s hell our ;therthe
growers' position through
mion thunderstorms tail to

HMIs.

netting riser the
should be cilia's

asparagus. sweet corn, anions and
tomatoes were the highest
they've ever been in May.- The
USDA bbmcd smaIlr supplies
of some vegetable crops caused
by cool, wct weather and severe
SIMMS.
Grain prices declined 6.2 percent Irom April levels. with
wheat and rice prices cantributmg
to the fall. The Mas wheat pries),
S ;.05 per bushel --- was down
20 cents from April anti 59 cents
below- a year earlier.
•
The price attruit moved up 6.8
percent mei April but detlined

miest areas
ri are well maintained,

,n,r'H•lir and 'still II01

peIN are much
hkels to besome infested
•1
/
4 rh rz ks than are 1110se ss ho are
it wd
I'et ma % he. treated
tickle dips or sprays.
these products generally
10,e ei let tiseniss In about a
fcc-roannillg

Crop residue management helpful for future crops
Crop

residue

nran4:iiirent

include the relp.11R111.11I 10 aryls
crap residue management prastices as components of the plans.

is

than reducing tillage. It's
using last - year's crop residue to
your advantage.
untie

Whether your last crop Was
corn, soybeans. wheat, or other
high .residue crops, the management of that residue on the soil
surface is very important.

Generally, the required amount
of crop residue is specified in the
- plans as a percentage of ground
cover on the—soil surface, Which
is measured at planting time.
The amount ol 1re.,RIlle needed
an the soil surface to control soil
erosion- can sary depending on
the type ol tanning operation,
sod type, land slope and slope
percent The bottom ime 01 arising) residue system is to manage
the crop residue on the soil cur -

- It you farm highly erodible
land and participate, in certain
USDA programs. you must apply
an approved conservation plan in
order to remain eligible to
reeeise benefits: Many conserva,
non plans in Calloway County

tact' 110111 11:111.esi
oil):11
planting.
Proper management practiLes
will pros ide a canopy at sin-lase
mulch to lessen the impact ol„
lallInC faIll 011 ani otherWisc hare
If sour sonsersation plan all
tor maintaining ka-op residues on
the surlaie at planting time to
a,luese ;0. 60, or 40 pert ent
011 still need Iii ‘:011`,1(1.:1
-tot
I inage operations. 's nip's.
OW
planting dates and harvest
methods, all of which can base a
significant impact- on residue
amounts.

I

A Message To Western Kentucky Livestock Producers:

THE
THING
LAST
TOBACCO YOU SHOULD WORRY
INSURANCE
ABOU
WHER
IS
T
E
Rates Reduced
YOUR NEXT LOAD Of
FEED IS COMING
Western Ky.
Call Us For A Quote—
Tony Boyd

Insurance
302 N. 12th St.

•

753-5842
If your feed supplier is Southern States, you can count on quality feeds at a fair prict
delivered on time today, next week and for years to come.

YOU DON'T
NEED US...
IF YOU.CAN GUARANTEE
A 100%_.HAIL FREE HARVEST-

Ogeivti/vg: CROP HAIL
INSURANCE
Hail can do as much damage to
your bank account, your family,
your future
as it can to your
fields Talk to a member of -the
growing team' about protecting
your crops with Crop Hail Insurance You II find attractive, competitive affordable rates

sf?4 Jackson Purchase
Agricultural Credit Association
Murray Office

1110111711341011

Hwy. 441 N.

Murray. KY 42071

menus
gaGnsuraact

.
Southern States is a farmer-owned cooperative dedicated to serving the needs of producer,
like you. Southern States is One of the largest feed manufacture?s in North America. At our
three Kentucky mills in Princeton, Park City and Winchester, we produce nearly 200,00o
tons of feed each year.
We want your feed business. And we'll do whatever it takes to get it Contact your nearest
Southern States dealer or feed representative today..
Murray
Southern States
- Calloway Service
• 4502)753-1423

Benton
Marshall County Soil
Improvement Association
(502)527-1323

Paducah
Southern States
Paducah Service
(502)443-7565

La Center
Ballard County Cooperative
15021 665-5101
Mayfield
Graves County Soil Association
(302)247-3926

Smithland
Marshall County Sod
Improvement Assaciatum
15021 928-2117
South Fulton, TN
Southern States
Fulton Service
(4011474-235

f

SOUTHERN STATES
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Obituaries

:

••
I.
a - •

•

Mrs. Emma Darnell

•

Mrs. Emma4'crry Hicks Darnell, 90, former resident of South
10th: Street, Murray. died
day night at Medical Arts Health
Facility, Lawrenceville, Ga.
She was a retired teacher of the
Murray City School System and a
member of First Baptist Church.
Murray:

4

;
1 cot.,Ty
1

r -

Hfigh School Band" members presented
awardsat recent awards banquet were. from left, James Seefeldt
.Award; Jason Herbert. Nlost
and Heather Poal.
impro‘ed: Jeremy Long. Outstanding Musical Achievement;
Brent Galloway, Senior Honor Bandsman: Miranda Coles, Sophomore jionor Bandsman; Cager Thompson. Junior Honor Bandsmare /and Angela Elkins, Freshman Honor Bandsman.

Darnell, died Feb. 5, 1489. She
was horn Aug. 28, 1902, in CalIowa:. County.
High School Band Seniors were honored
with special awards at the recent awards banquet. They are, from left. Nlichael Assad.-John Philip Sousa Award. and Sarah Richter,
Directors', Award.

CALLOWAY COUNTY

CALLOWAY COUNTY Laker Bands honored students with an
banquet recently at Curris Center. Murray State Universiawards
le=
grade hand award winners were, from left, Dana DodEighth
ty.
CALLOW AY COUNTY Laker Bands honored students with an
Improved; -Kathy Kohraei, Outstanding Musical
son.
Most
UniversiMurray
State
Center,
awards banquet recently at turns
AchieNement;
Jon Ernstberger, Honor Bandsman.
ty. Sixth and Seventh Grade Band award winner.; were, from left,
WorKe‘in Suiter, 6th Outstanding Percussion player; Audrey
ster. 7th Honor Bandsman: Jonathon King, 6th Outstanding Brass
player; Brad Galloway, 7th Most Impro%ed: Deanna Futrell, 6th
Outstanding Brass player; and -Barry Cooper. 7th P.R.I.D.E.
award.

Mrs. Eliza Craig
The funeral for Mrs. Ellia
Craig was Monday at 2 p.m. at
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church. The Rev. Dan Leslie
officated.
Pallbearers were Johnny Kelso,
John Robert Kelso, Justin Kelso,
Jody Kelso, Carl Dorm and Greg
Ronolds. Burial was in Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of
Haiel.
Mrs. Craig. 90, Rt. 2. Harel.
died Saturday at 7:34 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

tal. Her husband. Hertle
died May 18. 1979
Stirs is ors UK ill& one
CI, Mrs. Fa‘e Nell Kelso and hus
hand. Glen. Rt 7. Murra‘: lour
grandchildren, Johnny Kelso and
wile. Sharon. Juds Kelso. Jaric‘
Reynolds and husband. Cireg. and
Joy Doron and. husband. Carl
and 11% e great-erand,:hildren.
Joshua Reynolds. John Robert
Kelso, Justin Kelso. fod. Kelso
and Sharma Kelso. all of Murray.
one sister, Mrs. Cassie Hendon.
Rt. 2. Haiel.

Shermon Borders
Services for Shermon Borders
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Michael Howard, the Rev. John Obrecht and
the Rev. Tim Huffman are °IliInvestments Since 1854

CALLOWAY CILUNTY High School ‘,students presented the
"Superior Laker Musician Awayd forii.Outstanding perfomances in
the KMEA Solo and Ensemble Festivals were. from left, Neal Simmons. Nlike Assad, Brent Galloway—leremy Long. Beth Call Blu
Sorsworthy. Janie% Sjeleldt. Mandy. Waldrop, April McKee!.
Mike Davis and Christy Scott. These were presented at the recent
awards banquet.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as oh 9 AM
Company

By putting
.you first,
uteycame
m

Survivors include one son. Solon (Pat) Darnell and wile, Lida
Grey. Decatur, Ga.: one grandson. David (Kevini Damen and
wife, Teresa Lynn, Atlanta, Ga..
two great-grandchildren. Juson
Ryan Darnell and Jennifer Renee
Darnell: a brother-in-law, Sy han
Darnell. Murray.
0
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will
m'charge tit luneral and
burial arrangements.

—Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg....--..+5.26
DJIA Previous Close......-3527.43
423/. unc
Air Products--......
61% AT&
+
Bell South
3
4 • 'I.
Briggs & Stratton-...-. 64/
3
4
3
4-/
Bristol Myers Squibb...59/
...45 « 1/2
Chrysler
- i/e
Dean
Exxon.-.----........_._651/s • Ns
•/
3
4
Fisher
Ford Motor..--------525/a + 1/2
General Electric--.........93 +
+
General
Goodrich .........................45½ • 3/8
3
4
Goodyear..........._.............AO + /
1 B M............................527/s + 'Is
33'!. Ingersoll Rand
«
299s K U
unc
.......
Kroger
L G & E..-.-...—..........-39 - 1/s
SIP!. + 1/1
McDonalds
Merck
- 3/4
3
4A
Peoples Firsts--....-33B 33/
.74 + 1/4
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough......---66314 Ns
543/4 4- 3/5
Sears..-.-.........-.
Texaco........643/. + 3/s
Time Warner..--.-.--363/1
.................
+LST - tia
—.....
Wal-Mart

elating. Mrs. Jackie Hill is
pianist.
Pallbearers are Larrs -Morton.
Jim Niorton, Sam Ill% Morton.
Troy Morton. Terr‘ Morton, Joe
Don Borders, Leo Borders. IAii
don Henderson arid Ttilitill‘
Alexander.
Burial will Iollow 411 !!.0.01!' .if
rue I CCM-CECI .
NIT. Borders.
Rt 2. \lima..
(tied
d
Saturday at 10:1(Iin a
hospital.Iu rra
'ali o
Survivors include his wile.
Mrs. Loma Alcsamkr
two .sk•psons, the Re‘. NiL ILL.
Howard and wile. Wanda,
Lake, La., and Carl R. flow rd
Houston.

Federal-Mete Market 5e,e Service June I
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Stark,! Report Includes I
Buying Slatterns. Receipt. Act. Iii 1-S1 250 Barrows di
Gifts no trade Sows no trade
.544.50-47.00
US 1.2 230-250 lb.

14330-44.44

US 2111-230 MMUS 2-3 2341-250 lb...
US 3-4 2611.270 lbs..

.545.00-44.50
.145.00-44•00

Sows
1.3 1-2 2711.350 lb...
US 1.3 300-400 lbs.
US 1-3 400-525 lb...
US 1,3 523 & up lbs..
US 2-3 31141-3114
8211.01100.51

.533.00 3400
53400 35 00
.535.410-34 00
S32 00-40 00
33 04

"YOUR FREE
CATALOG
KNOCKED MY SOCKS OFF"

502-753-3366

Our free Catalog of free and
low-cost government booklets
wifrvefy—fiReTy-knotk your
Socks off, too. But first you
have to get it. Just send your
name and address to

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

ConsumerInformation Center
Department KO
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

• Hilliard Lyons iss market maker in this
stock
UNC - pnce unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
d71&
HIWARD
LYONS

A public service of this puhliCation and
the Consumer Information Center of the
U S General Services Administration

141,44. S L Lyons IL • its*, NYSE end WC

MYERS

tu

MYERS

MYERS
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

There are nearly 5,000 Conoco retail
locations in the Continental U.S. And while
they all Meet- a tough set of quality standards
for appearance, products and customer -service, this year a select group exceeded those
standards to earn the coveted Conoco Image
Excellence Award. * It's a rare honor to
win this award, since finalists have to earn a
perfect inspection score twice in one year something accomplished by only a handful
of Conoco retail locations, like
Burkeen's Grocery.

(conbco)

lour j:f and -

HOG MARKET

Our Best Intestment Is You.

Burkeen's Grocery
Your Local Conoco Image Excellence
Award

Fe‘as.

daughters, (and !low ad. Columbia, Mo.. Chantelle 110‘kArd.
Dexter, Ni o.. and Mk he lie How
ard and Holly Howard. 1,\ est
Lake. La.: three sisters. Mr.
Thelma
and Mrs. Edith IlelldC1,-011 and
`Itio,on
Mrs. Sheila Mac

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon
u•-•

06079
•

Cash & Carry

rn

15T-te77Ffits7
Int. Latex Paint

si.n1
kS
L,.- -17

12.49 gal. Sheen

....
'
• * Special Offer • • •
CWith purchase of 4 gallons or more of Porter
Paints (your choice) receive a
Free Porter Paints T-Shirt

7,4

Special

Good While Supplies Last So Hurry
Get Your Free T-ShirtH

-.4-,
if
?
i
Iltji
r
s
#
lunt:Tra
11
11 111
1C

Burkeen's Grocery

Superdeck
Pressure Treated
Wood Stain

rn

10,000
COASTAL

Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 753-7151

41•0 MIMS

MYERS

1999gal
'
MYERS

vs.

!

.
_

•'; 4

I.

Classified

DEADLINES

5.

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

190
Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390 ....... .Poultry & Supplies
400 .... .
Produce
550 . ...... ....... ..... ...Feed & Seed
MISCELLANEOUS

EN1111,01mENT
Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

560

.. Free Column

570

Wanted

060
070.

.. Situation Wanted

090
100

.Business Opportunity

110

Instruction

010

230
250
290
530

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

The City of Murray Tree Board will be accepting
bids for a tree planting project along Highway 94
East until 4 p.m. on Wednesday. June 9, 1993.
Approximately 128 trees of various species will be
purchased for the projecL
Small businesses
interested in submitting a bid can obtain the list of
trees at the city planner's office, 200 Andrus Drive.
Murray, Kentucky during regular working hours.
Successful bidders will be expected to plant the
trees according to specifications and guarantee the
trees for one year. Bids should be delivered to the
City Clerk, City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray.
Ky. 42071 and be clearly marked "Sealed Bid Tree Project". For further information contact the
city 'planner's office, 762-0330.

Notice

01

Ir

The Big Kahuna
Tanning Salon
Dixieland Shopping
Center
Is closing as of
Sal 519/93
will re-open Tues.,
June let under
ownership as
Neon Beach.

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 75-4545
assa

47.00
4400
4430
4400

34.00
35,00
34.00
4000
33.50

••••,%

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

2/0

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310
I KANSPORTATION
470
Motorc)clris 320
480 .
Auto Services
485..
Auto Parts
490
Used.-Car's 330
_Vans
495.
500
I_Leed Trucks 340
Campers---- 510
520
Boats & Motors 3C0

Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

tht

Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms Fur Rent

440

.1Aus For

Houses For Rent

450

Farms Fur Side

Rent or Lease

460

.Homes For Sale

Notice
TUTORING From Ky Certified Teacher for Elementary children Your home.or
libraries Flexible times
$10 per hour
Call
753 6726 anytime or leave
message on machine

LONESOME in the
Country Wanted Some
one for companionship to
share my home I'm 69 and
would like female in her
60s I m in the country
quiet & peaceful Call me
after 6pm 436 2252

LOST Reward' Me ca
black with 2 white paws
near Chestnut & 12th
Name Licky If found call
753-5018 or 492 8878

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products al home. Into
1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
KY-2021

INFECTION CONTROL
INSERVICE DIRECTOR
Massac Memorial Hospital
has a Monday Friday day
shift position for an lntec
bon Controlinservice
rector Applicant must ha..
current Illinois registere.1
hursing license Compeh
bye - salary and benefits
package Please apply at
Massac Memorial Hospital
or rnaltlesume to PO Bo.
850. Metropolis IL 62960
Telephone
618
524-2176 ext 256 EOE
LPN position available for
full or part time. 3 11 or
11 7 Competitive salary &
excellent benefits Contact
Barbara Clapp. Director of
Nursing _West View Nurs
ing Home 753 1304
NURSES Aide PRN work
all shifts as needed Mast
have own transportat,,
,
Prefer experience but
train Pleasant atmo
sphere, good working con.
ditions Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. Murray Ky EOE
NURSING assistants &
dietary help needed
901 247 3205
PARK Rangers Game
wardens. security. mante
nance.• etc No eau neces.
sary For info call i24-4i
769-6649 EXT 7159 8am
to 8pm 7 days

RETAIL experience/ re
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
ceiving. pricing Eriloys
flume hand tossed pizza
working with people gee
fresh salads, sandwiches. DANCERS,
waiiresses- eral cash register skills
1993 NIFDICARE
gyros Open all year at $500 plus wkly 642-4297
general plant knowledge &
IN
5pm Closed Mon and after
6pm Doll House Hwy willing to work weekends
Medicare supplement
Tees
474 8119
79E, Pans, Tn
Apply in person at the Patio
insurance is now
1 800 649 3804
Hoffman s
Shoppe
standarized 0.10
DO you need a JOB or do
Nursery 1 mile on 94E
CONFEDERATE you need help in making
plans and we wnie
Murray
silver positive advances for
$$$$$$$$$$
all 10.
the
$11$$$$$$$$ coins proof- future? We have 22 JOB RN position,available 11 7
The part A deductible
sets stamps at Decades OPENINGS
you, or your
for people be- for Nurse Supervisor Com
Ago (Hazel) Bookrack tween
- insurance,
the ages of 16-22 petitive salary & excellent
.(Murray) We buy, ap- years,
must pay has beim
if you are not in benefits Contact Barbara
praise Christopher's school
increased to 5676m
Call 753-9378 five Clapp, Director of Nursing
753-4161
Coins
1993.
days a week between
West View Nursing Home
For more information
LOOKING for good 9 ball 8 00am 300pm We are an 753-1304
call:
players 64 available slots. EOE This project is funded
NIcCONNELL
sign up now to be assured by the Western Kentucky
INSURANCE •
Private Industry Council
THE Courier Journal is
of slot Game date June 13
AGENCY
looking for a self motivated
1st place $200. 1st eight JTPA
753-4199
person to deliver one of our
places pay Call Break DRIVERS wanted Mid
or nationwide 1-800Time Billiards Dixieland west run Home weekly 23 Sunday only routes in the
_ 455-4199
Murray Hardin area Must
Shopprng Center 759-9303 cents per mile start
our 31st year of service"
have reliable transportation
for information
901-642 2389
& a cash bond If interested
Hussey -at
EASY work' Excellent pay' call D
Assemble products at 1 800-866 2211
home Call toll free
WANTED OTR drivers
1-800-467-5566 Ext 8047
2yrs experience Van and
Terry
division
EXPERIENCED Heating reefer
Tatlock
1-800 394 1888
and Air Conditioning service technician Hourly
WANTED position(s) open
Licensed
wage commensurate with
for part time church cfloir
expenece. benefits pack
Agent
director and -or church orage Send resume or apply
ganist Send resume & re
Buford
Air,
Heating and
to
ferences to Worship Corn
1928 N 8th Street Padumittee, First Christian
cah, KY 42001 (502)
Church, 111 N 5th Murray
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
442-3543 James Tune
Ky 42071
8-4 30 M-F Evenings(502)
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
444-6053'(502) 442-3543

McConnell Ins. Agency

Want To Rent

FIELD Director High in
come potential 27yr old
jewelry manufacturing firm
Must be able to manage
(214) 387 3919
FULL time employment in
optometrist office Send resume to PO Box 1040 Y
Murray Ky 42071
FULL time experienced
night time cook Must work
weekends apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen
Hazel
GAME wardens, security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary For info call
(219) 769 6649 EXT 7159
Sam to 8pm, 7 days
NURSING assistants &
dietary help needed
901 -247-3205

Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

Li All other subscriber's $84.50 per year.
Name
Address
City
Zip

-

Antiques & Gifts

New selection of herb wraiths & swags, southwestern
afghans & Mere afghans, pinceonsts & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, grantsmen, cow - & apple kitchen
accessories, nit gennitnets & sunflowen. Come by for
the 'unique" Mother's Day Oift!

110

Phone

25ir per word $500 minimum 1st
day Sr per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1 75
extra for shopper!Tues Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $2.00 extra for blind box ads
Yard Sale V7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN

DOUBLEWIDE trailer and
lot located on 94 East about
11 miles. from town
753 3021

1BR furnished close to uni
versity & hospital some
utilities pad Call 753 8756
or 753 9101

2Bn
Mobile
Homes For Rent

N size waterbed
1f:1:no $700 753-5474

SHADY Oaks 2 0.1' 3br
electric or gas Walking dif.
lance to college
5:'0c#

Farm
Equipment

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

T
489 2.."40

hog for

Instruction

Connie Smith
Summer
Gymnastic
Program

Apartments
For Rent

1BR & studio apt available
appliance; tarnished Cole
man RE 753 9E”98

,s
$,Ar
437 4355
2BR
a

1 OR 2nr apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

pr ,

•
,-. Get listed in &
.• a daectory of area
r,s & te3:tiniciariF, of
& sizes i pros
Prone for free
• '."'' 642 0773
.

110
Want
To Buy
ANTIUliE & Art Potti-y
primitatives oak furniture &
hull McCoy Roseville pot
tery 435 4327
ANTIOUtS by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
alter 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
PROFESSIONAL couple
seeking 5 to 20 acres to
purchase in Marshall Cal
loway or McCracken
County
Please call
527 2821 or 395 3508
TWO man paddle boat
436 2318 "
USED. antenna 753 1541
USED lawn
354 5,78.1

moVvers

150
Articles
For Sale
5 x8 TILT trailer with 8'
wheels good condition
753 613!
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828

WEDDING drtos size 16.
all accessories Boys
clothes size 6-8 children
492 8 4 4 3
games
SPrn 9Pril
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service bulbs &
parts Financing available
753-9274

tuning John
-7539600

Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Hates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rat..

HEAT pump 2
ton
Tram? near - 'w See at
Randy Thornton Co or
phone 436 5018
ONE 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air unit 753 1300
after 7pm 4892116

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Donn

Su°,

Knights of Columbus Hall
Ky 94 wesi to Johnny PIONPISOn'HOde
south to Sci Hale Road, right on So Hale Road 1
OPEN 70 THE PUBLIC

Business
Rentals
FOR Rent Business Retai
or Office Space in S SICJI
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

open at

753-0466

4 mule

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

•

310
Want
To Rent

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOW WOOOWORKJAK:

All Types Of
Mobile
Homes For Sale
'4,7H MCP:LE h3rne 2hr
1 oath large kitchen living
room with factory installed
fireplace central air gas
heat 14x20 add on room
1006cleck good condi
Pon $10.000 obo No Sun
day calls please
901 782 3483

PROFESSIONAL coupIL
oohing for 3br home to ren
for approx 4 5yr in Murray
area
For apProx
$450 500 mo Have refer
ences 759 1347
RENT or buy in nice area
LOT WITH HOOKUPS for
new 1992 16x80 mobile
home
Please call
753 4249

COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
Electric 759 1835
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

Custom WoodworkIn.:,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our
439 5-58L-Hr (iuHRAT

, ;•

7535945
6
k .6%

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

Apartments
14x72 WAYSIDE 2br. 2
For Rent
bath, front deck back deck,
part furnished 8x12 stor
1.2.3 4BR apts. furnished
age bldg, gas heat. $7500
very nice, some with
753-3164
washer & dryer, near MSU
1983 14x60 FLEET- No pets Also room for rent
WOOD Front kitchen large 753-6111. 753-1252 days
living room 2br 759 4844 753 0606 after 5pm
IBA furnished 2 blocks
from MSU $150'mo plus
deposit No pets Refer
ences required 753 9577
after 6pm
1BR furnished apt Nice
and clean, close to cam
pus $175 per month
753 7276

I
Saw

1550 SQ. FT.BRICK HOME FOR $49,9()O. New :1
Br. Ranch,energy efficient, brick home with 2 ful'
baths, fireplace, central heat li"" air, vaulted
ceiling, dishwasher, range, skylight, and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl spar(

tAYLOR BUILI)ING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 19.511
(502)1'54-3267

(502)582-1800

Basement, Garage, and Other Options Available

The Peppers Automotive Group is searching for a
Cashier/Receptionist/Data Entry Operator
for its Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo store.
The successful candidate will have a pleasing
telephone personality, be able to handle the
cashiering functions for a busy store, be able to
input transactions with our in-house computer, and
handle Factory/Dealer communications with
General Motors. This position is a highly visible
position with considerable customer contact.
Therefore the successful applicant must project a .
professional business image to our customers.
Contact Mr. Jim Olds, Office Manager between the hours
of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. with your resume in hand.
CHEVROLET

USED tv s for sale 2100
each Murray Holiday Inn
753 5986

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

CENTRAL in 8 twatu-wg
unit for sale Very good
price $900 Call 753 2766

Business
Services
E. N TENN lnve;tiganons
owner J B Wilburn specia
vir7
••-,!nal. civil
dc''. • •• • 1 .esurancein
ves! iTions 14 years law
ment experience
fv.i A , shopping Center
7 5 3 3868
'
5099 Licensed in
icNtucky and Tennessee.

RENT-A -CAR
Locations Coast to Coast

Heating
And Cooling

Musical

753-6705 or
754-.1976
Call now, classes
are filling up
quickly!

Ugly Duckling

1 ACRE lot locAti'd on Las
State Line in Hazel Ready
for mobile home cable city
water & sewage $80 MO
753 3863
MOBILE Home Village
$75,rno water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

A ,

Belo ns June 1,1 1.,th

State
COM ealtitleatne & Bridal Registry
121 Bo. to Old Salem FW.
Wsd.-Bat. 10 AM-6 PM Bun. 2-6 PM

Reader Ads:

America's Second Car

COMPUTER Turbo X T with
color monitor *$400 anti
que white oak chifferobe.
nice $325 Carolina fire
pl9ce insert $150 Singer
Zig Zag sewing machine
$50 New 12 B&W tv,radio
$35 antique Singer sewing
Domestic
machine $50 girl's 5pc
& Childcare
French Provincial bd set
ABSOLUTELY Clean , Ex $300 200 watt Panasonic
perienced dependable stereo ampIeceiver $3'5
cleaning service Home or 14 Poulan chain saw
$30
office References Call 753-6487
436-2569
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
CLEANING houses is my fish
Murray Bait Co
business Reliable & exper
753.5693
.
*need references Call
Linda 759-9553
FRIGIDAIRE chest freezer
8 3 cubic fl in capacity
FM ready to work as a
753-6898 after 6 30pm
nanny tutor or babysitter
for the summer Call HARDWOOD flooring
435-4344 and ask for $1 29 Sq ft kiln dried hard
delivered
wopd
Karen
50.
2 526 2824
WILL clean houses Have
references 753 8995
LET us make your clothes.
alter and repair Uniforms
WILL clean houses, rea
and sporswear. rentals,
sonable rates references
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
437-4064
See and Sew Country
Square 1608 N 121 Mtn
ray 753 6981

By Way of the
Grapevine

$5 to) Column Inch
Display Ads
401. Discount 2nd Ran.
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads ?dun Ron Within 6 Der Period
column inch =us t.sesdai .Sone,
pine Guide)

Home
Surnishings

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used f- urnItge,Ap
Phances, and hesc Items
Use Ow layaway Plan
We buy turning°

Murray

Li All Home Delivery in

Sale

HANDISh:
311Computers
129.
130
For Sale Or Trade
140 .
Want To Boy
150 -----------------Articles For Sate
(55
Appliances
toms Furnishings
160
165
-Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
180
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Spurts Equipment
210 .
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
.......TV & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

270
Domestic
Childcare

ACCEPTING applications
for cosmetologist and manicurist 753 3688

We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union-Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

REAL ESTATE SALES

Mobile Homes For Rent

280 .

300

Lost
And Found

Ird

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

n70

LSO
Notice

INVITATION TO BID

Advertisers are requerforto check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect Insertion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

020

050
Legal
Holies

753-1916

1111•111I21=21=11

Aleut:as stAioss.

-

010
020
4-025
030
040
050

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 dispel in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS

4. .
4.

530

320
Apariments
For Rent

Apenmonts
For Rent

Services
Mired

Sonskee
Offered

Services
I 1111 (Aired

THE Gutter Co Seamless
1970' MALIBU 4dr, runs
EXPERIENCED drywall RICK'S Roofing All types aluminum gutters variety
ROBERTS Realty Cello good $500 obo 753-5711 1988 174/1 FT ProCrah Fish
n' Ski Boat, 115hp Yamaha finishing, new construction, of roofs and repairs Torway County's oldest and
of colors Licensed inor 489-2276
engine, trolling motor, low additions blown ceilings chon modified and rubber
most reliable real estate
sured Estimate available
for
mobile
homes
17
years
hours,
garage
kept,
$9000'
435-4036
agency For all your real 1979 MERCURY. runs
759-4690
experience guaranteed
NOW taking -applications
gstale needs call them to- good 1979 Oldsmobile. hrm Phone 753-0954
Construction
FORREST
3711
work Free estimates VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
for Section Blow rent hous2BR apt central h a
day at 753-16511 Syca
runs good an looks good
Livvateck
502437=4559
"
1/6
'
4
-Remedeling=-844
Wood VCR Service Center
washer & dryer. North- ing Apply in person at
mdre and 12th St
Zan be seen at 2111 Col530
countertops,
and
genpair.
& Supplies
cleaning servicing $15
wood $425/mo plus depo- SouthSide Manor. 906
dwater Rd
Services
COLSON
ROCKY
Home
753-9688
eral carpentry.
most repairs $35 New lo
sit 753-5731 or 759-4686
Broad St Extended, be- HEIFER 7 and 10 month
Offered
siding
Repair Roofing
15 years experience
1981 GRAND Prix new
cation Route 1 Alm
tween 8am 12noon No Simental-Jersey cross and
tender and door needs mo1 A A 1 Hauling, tree (rim- GENERAL Repair plumb- painting. plumbing con- Open 9 12 1 5 Mon Fri
2BR apt, large rooms. very phone calls please Equal
4yr old Jersey cow
crete Free estimates Call
tor work 94 XXX actual ming tree removal, cleannear MSU for up to 4 stu
753-0530
Housing Opportunity
ing, roofing, tree work 474-2307
759-9649
miles 759-9732 $500
dents washer. dryer,
ing out sheds attics & odd
1 ACRE lot located on Eas
436-2642
stove, refrigerator turn - ONE bedroom low utilities
State Line in Hazel. Ready 1983 GLC Mazda 4dr ac lobs Free estimates
SEWING machine repair
Coreman RE references and deposit reGERALD WALTERS
shed
436-2102 Luke Lamb
for mobile home,cable, city am fm cassette newly re
Kenneth Barnhill
paintquired No pets $185'mo
vinyl
siding,
Roofing,
753 9898
water & sewage. 753-3863
753-2674
built motor with less than 1A Al town/country yard
753-3949
ing Free estimates 18
mowing landscaping, tree
2BR apts spacious all
LARGE lot for sale in Fair- 3000 miles $1250
FREE kittens nice pets inyears experience Local re- SHEETROCK finishing
trimming, tree removal
appliances including TAKING applcations for AKC Bassett puppies, view Acres Excellent for 753-9786
textured ceilings Larry door & outdoor 753-9390
ferences 436-2701
estihauling
Free
light
washer & dryer $450.mo section 8 rent subsidized shots & wormed, $125
building, recently surveyed. 1984 VW Scirocco drives
Chrisman 492-8742
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed- 489-2259,
Tim Lamb, INBOARD & outboard MarFREE puppies Chow,
753-4573
good price 753-5917 after fast ac pw pl pb am' mates
accessihandicap
rooms
ine
Repair
Service
calls
436-2528
Sheperd mix 489-2810
5pm
fm Must sell $1795
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
2BR duplex appliances' ble Equal Housing Oppor- AKC Cocker Spainel pup502-436-5792
mowing
&
pies $85 502-328-8715
762-2452
around
Insured
with
full
Al
lA
all
Removal
furnished $395 mo plus tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
SouthLOT with trees in
tree trimming & light haul- K B ASSOCIATES Gen- line of equipment Free esdeposit No pets 753-1266 Hardin
west Villa. size 100'x140' or 1985 CHEVROLET Cele
Ky or call
ing Call 436-2528 ask for eral construction, remodel- timates Day or night
before 5pm
150x140' 753-3488
502-437-4113
brity Euro.Sport 2dr V-6.
Now Open
ing. garages, decks, patios, 753-5484
Mark
p'b tifl, cruise, air alu2BR duplex, 1411A Hill- VERY spacious 2br. 2 bathinterior ttim 753-0834
1$0
owner. A1A Landscaping Spring
minum
wheels,
by
wood Dr $350'ma
duplex N'orthwood Drive.
Farms
4541
901-642
haulCall
Mulching.
$2995
clean
up
759-4406
appliances furnished. cenFor Sale
ing tree trimming & re1985 NISSAV Maxima sta28R duplex central ha tal air & gas heat $475-mo.
After 5pm
moval
1-225 ACRES 753-1300 tion wagon, ffin moon roof
1 month deposit. 1 yr lease
appliances furnished
Grooming
Dog
492 8254
489-2116
after
7pm
No
pets
753-2905
$4500
owner
loaded
local
Westwood
Available now in
All Breeds, All Sizes
Al. AL'S hauling, yard
Subdivision Coleman RE
3 ACRE farm with new well. 753 8096 after 5 30pm
330
SOut Side Shopping C. 2 out buildings. driveway.
work, tree removal. mow753-9898
1985 OLDSMOBILE ToroRooms
completely fenced, camper nado Caliente vinyl top. ing Free estimates
2BR duplex Nice neighbor
For' Rent
optional $10,000 Lotated electric sun roof leather 759-1683
Rehood, nicely decorated
off Hwy 280 on old interior digital dash wire A-1 Carpentry work, house
just
NEAR MSU kitchen living AKC registered Miniature
ferences, deposit required
room privileges utilities Schnauzers, 2 females, 1 Murray -concord Rd
-wheels radar detector cb
plans drawn, remodeling,
No pets $275'mo
furnished Coleman RE male, ready to go June 4th, 436-5744 or 436-2528
cellular, one owner, new construction porches.
436-2816 any time
753-9898
-81 XXX miles 362 7164
mobile home Free esti
$150 1st shots & heart2BR near MSU Central
mates Call J & C Construe
preventitive
worm
1986 CHEVY Caprice one
heat & air, available now
Homes
tion 436-5398 20 years
436-5728
owner low miles $3500
$300/mo appliances &
For Sale
experience No job too
Houses
furnTowncar,
1983
Lincoln
maintenance
lawn
CHOCOLATE Labrador
small
For Rent
28R house next to MSU loaded leather, $2500
Embassy Apts
ished
Retrievers, AKC regiscampus Ideal,rental prop- 753 4884
753-9898
Al TREE Service Stump
1"/, STORY 3 4br house tered. shots & wormed
erty includes washer, dryer.
removal and spraying Free
vyith gas heat, large come
Stocky & chocolatey AvailCHEVROLET
Be2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
1988
rejrigerator & stove
estimates 753-0906 after
lot 605 Sycamore
able now.901-642-1953 afNew & very nice All apretta. 6cyl auto. air,
753-8678 or 753-5718
or ter 5pm
5pm. 759-9816, 753-0495
$400'mo
753-8767
pliances furnished includ55.XXX miles with 1 yr ext
753-2339
COUNRTY Charm-4yrs warranty remaining Local ALPHA Builders - Carpening washer & dryer cenCHOW puppies AKC
tral ha, quiet neighbor- 2BR, 1 bath. 1 car garage blues, blacks & creams. old, 3br. 2"/, bath. great one owner $6200 Call try, remodeling, porches,
room wcatherdal ceilings. 753-7210
Coleman RE on 94W. $300 mo. $300 $75
hood
roofing, concrete, drive247-0392' or
on 11 acres on Hwy 1124
753-9898
ways. painting, maintedeposit, central air & gas 247-0759
Prix
4dr,
one
GRAND
1990
of
Hwy
121
between
North
nance, etc Free estimates
xxx
miles
2BR upstairs apartment, heat 753-6633
owner
35
FULL blooded BlalHeeler Coldwater and Farmington
or 489-2303
water furnished deposit re
50 2 7 5 3 4389
puppies, wormed, female 345-2807
wired 753-0087
502 753-5960
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
$40. male $50 436-5430
FOR Sale by Owner Brick
Factory trained bjW3 major
Shadow
ES
3BR unfurnished apt re1991
DODGE
HAVE an obedient, safe house. 3br, 2 car carport
manufacturers All work
frigerator and stove in- 3BR, 1.4 bath remodeled dog for show or home
I
cruise
a-c'
p
white
tilt
patio gas ha. in town
and parts warranted Ask
cluded Clean and nice brick home, large shaded Classes or private lessons clean well ml+ntained
am fm cassette 5 speed.
for, Andy at The Appliance
Close to campus $300 a. yard Hwy 121 N No pets
great condi
Serving Murray for over Owner moving 759 4620 25.XXX
Works. 753-2455
-month 753-7276
owner
753-8753
one
hon.
12yrs 436-2858
References needed & deby.
owner
2br
FOR
sale
ACPPLIANCE SERVICE
AMY WILSON Lecge• & Imes photo
AVAILABLE immediately - posit required 753-6723
1991 FORD Escort LX.
LARGE watch dog pups, brick ranch near Lynnville
Kenmore. Westinghouse,
miles,
like
new
Nice 2br, 1 bath apt for- .3BR, 2-bath decent neigh- $50 7, Airdale
20.XXX
display the bags that are
Pierce'tright)
and
Linda
Pam
Shay
(left)
Mastiff
HardVirood. new carpet lots
Whirlpool 30+ years ex$285irne with stove, re- borhood, some new carpet 753-3114
.
of cabinets 1340sq ft at $6900 753-7387
on sale in celebration of the Jackson Purchase Art & Craft FestiBOBBY
perience.
frigerator and washer & & vinyl, 701 Broad St.
tached garage Ready to 1991 PONTIAC Sunbird HOPPER, 436-5848.
val, sponsored by the Business Councnil for the Arts, set,for June
dryer provided, a c, gas $395,mo 753-8767 or PEG'S Dog Grooming move in In the
$30's
white
48.XXX
Convertible
at Ken-Lake State Park. The bags are on sale at the Murray5-6
753-2915
heat and carport No pets 753-2339
BACKHOE SERVICE
435-4305
miles, excellent condition
inside, please 762-4483 or
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and will be sold at the
tank
ALLEN
septic
BRENT
SMALL 3br house 1603',
HOME with income Six 753-6705
753-7210
installation, repair, replacefestival. The cost is $6 with proceeds to benefit arts organizations
Olive 2br duplex 1601
rooms 3br. 2 bath
ment
759-1515
in Murray and Calloway CoUnty.
decorated
ELEGENTLY
Olive 492-8Z25
screened and carpeted pa- CAR Stereo Installation
lbr on Hwy 280 $275.mo
ROY
BACKHOE
Service
tio, all electric built-in 753-0113„ Sunset Boule
2br redecorated oft 94E. SMALL house with 2br for STRAWBERRIES Wal
HILL Septic system, drivekitchen, central h'a SepaMurray s Al
ace s U-pick. $ 60At Or- rate entrance to upstairs 4 yard Music
$250'mo Water furnished, rent East94 about 10 miles
hauling, foundations,
ways,
pine Car Audio Specialist
deposit No pets 753-884 trom Murray $200,mq plus dered berries $1 25,qt
room and bath apt. newly Dixieland Center 1 block etc 759-4664
deposit
354-6729
Open all day Tues, Thur. &
before 8 30pm
decorated for rental 1"/,
from MSU dortris
WEDNESDAY,JUNE 2. 1993
BLACK top sealer Need
Sat. 7am-9 Mon. Wed. &
acre site, reduced to
MUR CAL Apartments now
driveway?
your
sealer
on
Fri 4pm-7pm Sundays
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on sour own
loaded
DODGE Daytona
accepting applications for
Robert Prescdtt 753-9504
1-5pm 753-0195 To-Order $449.900 759-1122
of birth, call 1-900-98.-77M. Your phone company will bill'-you 95
Call 753-5350
date
$8900
1. 2 and 3br apartments
berries. 753-2047
minute.)
cents-a
Repair
Plumbing
BOB'S
Pnone 759-4984 Equal
NEAT & nice is this brick
Service All work guaranCREEKVIEW Self storage
Housing Opportunity
BIRTHD.AY! IN THE things through helore 'acting. Your
HAPPY
-3br, 2' bath, 1 car garage.
753-1134 or
teed
warehouses on Center
)(EAR
OF 'OUR LIFE: finances require speLtal care and
NEXT
central
hia.
Ready
to
move
NICE 2br duplex central Drive behind Shoney"s
436-5832
Fame and fortune could be right attention. Fat lighrl I.1 you are
into Mid $60's Bob Perrin,
gas h/a stove refrigerator $20-$40
759-4081
RE/MAX. 753-7653. even- 1976 . TON F-250 Ford BUSH hogging. large or around the corner! The business outunder any. kind 01- emotional strain.
& dishwasher furnished
KOPPERUD Realty has ings 753-3509
truck 4x4 $1000 Call small 753-7457
VIRG(trAtig. 23-Sept. 22):
look is excellent. Romance continWasher dryer hook up 14. NORTHWOOD storage
buyers waiting lb purchase
435-4307 after 6pm
yrs old on North Wood Dr presently has units avail
positive course. Make better use of any special talNteadv
and
ues
on
a
installaCARPET
and
vinyl
cedar
UNIQUE
secluded
homes-all price ranges If
'5400'mo plus deposit No able 753-2905 for more
and restless, you ents or contacts vou ma\ ha e. Ness
you are thinking of selling- "bachelor pad/hideaway 1991 MAZDA B2200 one tion and repairs Glen Bob- Strong-willed
pets Days 753-1953, information
ber 759-1247
lbr. 1 bath,5 lots. Pinebluff owner 753-2615
sometimes rush into commitments financial gains are possible. Do not
courtecontact
one
of
our
nights 753-0870
underestimate sour abilities. Your
SHOP located at 406 Sun- ous and professional' Shores, deck, great lake 1991 N;SSAN King Cab CHM Chim Chimney without fully -realizing what is
Circle. overhead agents at 753-1222 or stop view, appliances, washero pickup, excellent condition, Sweeps has 10% senior involved. Do not let an impulsive
social
life accelerates.
bury
NICE 3br,stove & refrigeradryer, microwave, wood doors, gas heat -Call by office at 711 Main St.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Talks
28.000 miles, chrome citizen discounts We sell decision this summer jeopardiie
tor furnished, carpet
stove, carpet & tile,
753-0839 or 436-2935
package. air, am-fm cas- chimney caps and screens
your chances for lasting happiness. or letters base planted the seeds for
throughout. central ha.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
530.000 380 Dogwood
bed
liner_
sette
p's.
p'b,435
4191
available May 1 5450+mo
Make certain your mate or partner 'a fruitful agr&ment. An expanding
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Lane, Hamlin, Ky " See to
489-2335
plus deposit No pets 105
your goals and values. A resi- circle (41 contacts helps you promote
shares
Bel -Air
Cente.r
appreciate 436-5211 after
ik COUNTERTOPS. custom
No 16th St Days 753-1953
move is possible early in a project in a big way. Spend time
dential
5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - S 0 L D , 5pm
1992 Gyc, Sonoma.
"Homes, trailers, offices
Nights 753-0870
1-800-369-5780
Aix ith an out-of-tow ner.
1994.
loaded V-6, 5sp. low miles
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
SCORPIO I-Oct. 23-Nos. 21i:
Call before 2pm 753-2783
'CELEBRITIES BORN ON
436-5560
2BR apartment No pets
$250 deposit required six
month lease $250/me
753-3415 or 753-0409

NICE 2br duplex, contra
ha satellite $375'mo No
pets 753-7457

RENTAL property 4 or 5br
house in town under
530.000 753-9669 after
7pm

CLASSIFIED

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

759-1768

--RENTED

Horoscopes

CLASSIFIED

510

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

47.50

12.50
15.00

Ads must be paid in advance. A *2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Campers
16FT Bonanza travel
trailer stove. refrigerator
bath shower combination
excellent condition $1000
firm 759-9775
1973 COBRA 5th wheel
53000 753-7708
1977 ELDARODA motorhome 241t 48 000 actual
miles microwave, tv vcr.
newly remodeled,excellent
condition 153 8663
28FT Georgie Bo)r motor
home real sharp one
Owner 18 XXX miles
753-2967

Boats
& Motors
16' FOUR Winns 1989,
Model 160 Freedom, Cobra
3-0 Litre like new Call
Chris 436-2292
1978 15FT Hustler Bass
Boat fiberglass. 65hp
Johnson, trolling motor,
trailer depth finder one
owner gbod condition.
$2650 753-2975 days call
for Chuck. 924-5887

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service, Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm
D & L Mowing Service Free
estimates, responsible,
mature & dependable Call
anytime for fast results
Special rates for steady
customers 436-6-080,
753-0370
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceiling 753-4761
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
-frames with woodgratre4m.
mica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LAWN mowing Residental
and commercial Free estimates Johnson Landscaping 436-2869
LAWN SERVICE Been
mowing my lawn for 25yrs.
would like to mow yours
now 759-4489

THIS DATE: actors Stacy Keach
Jr. and Jerry Mathers. actress Sally
Kellerman. composer Marvin Hamlisch.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Diplomacy is the key to greater success. Making peace with a partner or
employer lets you save your energy
for importam matters. Tackle tough
jobs with the same zeal you pursue
pleasure.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Be
aware of subtle changes in a relationOtlft. TOineonrin.a position of
power'may be able to pull strings on
your behalf. Be prepared to make
intelligent concessions.
GEMINI (May 21-June 201:
her peopl(ivinollow where you
le d today. Someone else's Sincerity
im sses you. To preserve maritia
s, exercise greater tact. Unexpected good news arrives. CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Stop pushing and let other people
make up their own minds. Your
patience will pay off royally. Write
leiters to overseas contacts and balance your checkbook.
LEO (July - 23-Aug. 22): Take a
change of plans in stride and think

You finally get what you hase been
hoping tor in a relationship. You
and a friend see a vk ish come true.
Postpone discussing mon,sy matters
with your mate. More information is
needed.
SAGITIAR11 -5 INo'.. 22-Doc.
211: A losing m.Li v. hen our ‘k ann
feelings are reciprocatea. Partnership activities get a delightful boost.
Those who share your financial concerns will agree with your plans.
CAPRICORN iDec. 22-Jan.
191: Socializmg takes a backseat to
work now. Your dlitotion to duty
will pay off in a raise or promotion.
Remember the many benefits of
teamWork. Ask for help when necessars.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18i:
Arguments could arise with people
at a distance. Travel is best postponed. A heavier work load may be
part of the picture. A close associate•s health should improve soon.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201: A.,
new job or home project goes
smoothly: now. Take advantage of a
co-worker's cooperative attitude. A
parent-child relationship improves
following a quiet chat.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, determined and resilient. -Their
flexible approach to people and situations' helps them bounce back quickly
from setbacks. Count on these youngsters to thrive on variet). change aria
nights
movement. Hardworking and thorough. these Geminis often svpd up at the
198,7 HYDRA Sport DV P
wirk Du
ry
ir top of their profession. Somewhat stem by nature, those born on this date
rpS am
no
dwedrelrep
ivea
185. 150X R 2 hAercury. fully 753_5668
will take their parental role very seriously and may not be as•close to their
loaded with extras tandem
offspring
as they would like. Encourage di* to loosen up and have fun
MOWER
repair
Same day
trailer with brakes Call
those
closest to their hearts.
with
--service, 7 days week Most
evenings 753-1301 •

1989 STRATOS pontoon
boat 20 with 1989 40hp
Evinrude power trim & oil
onlection less than 60
hours actual use Fishing
ready w trolling motor.
depth tinder live well and
butt seat Beautiful boat for
fishing & tam''
, fun For
appointment
call
436 2424 $5950

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

repairs at your home Factory trained. 15 yrs exPenence 502-753-5299
MULCH. pick up loads
Murray 436-5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753 0056

"Yesterda.
Mid Fores •
To order a revised arid milted ..opv 1,1 Jean.: Dixori's hest selling
k15.plus Si postage and handling
et Ho% Astmlog) Can Help You Find Your Place in
Plan
kr,
r,
,
and MtMeel. P0 Box 4ic/i5e. Kansa.( it. %lir 0.4141
in Diann. On Andrew
Andrews and McMael.

\.
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Looking

Ten years ago.
Today is Tuesday, June 1, the 152nd day of 1993. There are 213
Murray State University has
days left in the.year.
History:
become owner of a cave in Logan
in
Highlight
Today's
County which has been described
On June 1, 1813, the U.S. Navy gained its motto as the mortally
by a former Smithsonian Institute
wounded commander of the U:S. frigate Chesapeake, Capt. James
as having "the greatest potential
Lawrence, was heard to say, "Don't give up the ship!" during a losfor finding Paleolithic man on
ing battle with a British frigate.
North American continent."
On this date:
Lcsa Kay Stanley, 19, Murray,
In 1888, California got its first seismographs as three of the devices
died May 30 in a one-vehicle
were installed at the Lick Ohscrvatory.
,accident on Murray-Paris Road.
In 1926, Marilyn Monroe was born 'in LDS Angeles.
Dr. Lawrence Finkel, a New
In 1943, 50 years ago, a civilian flight from Lisbon to London was
York consultant, presented
shot down by the Germans during World War II, killing all those
recommendations to Murray
aboard, including actor Leslie Howard.
Board of Education following a
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle became premier of France.
seven-months study of the sysIn 1967, the Beatles released their album, "Sergeant Pepper's
tem's program.
Lonely Hearts Club Band."
Tom Schwettman, David
In 1968, 25 years ago, Helen Keller, who received-a college degree
lvIcCuiston, Mike Toth and Jon
and became an author and lecturer despite being blind and iiicaf most
Billington of Murray High
of her life, died in Westport, Conn.
School were selected to play for
In 1977, the Soviet Union formally charged Jewish human rights
Seuth All Stars in North-South
activist Anatoly Shcharinsky with treason. (Shcharansky was conAll Star Charity Baseball event at
victed, imprisoned, then finally released to the West in 1986.)
Paducah on May 29.
In 1979, the nation of Zimbabwe Rhodesia came into existence.
Twenty jear8 ago
In 1980, Cable News Network, providing round-the-clock TV news.
casts, made its debut.
Ten years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Mcnachem Begin, in a speech
to the Knesset, gave assurances his country would not attack Syrian
• forces in Lebanon.
DEAR ABBY: Regarding "Breast
Five years ago: President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. GorFeeder." who took her 2-month-old
bachev concluded their Moscow summit by exchanging the documents
infant with her when she went to
the beauty parlor for a perm: Harof ratification of the intermediate-range nuclear arms treaty they'd
ing been a hairdresser for more
.signed the previous December.
-One year ago: The U.S. Treasury Department, responding to U.N. than 30 years. I have always found
it difficult to understand why ii consanctions imposed on Yugoslavia, froze an estimated S200 million in
cerned mother would bring her very
assets of the Serb-led Yugoslav government. The Pittsburgh Penguins
young child into a place tilled with
completed a four-game sweep of the Chicago Blackhawks to win
chemicals. sprays. scissors. hot 'curlhockey's Stanley Cup for the second straight year.
ing irons, hairpins — all potential
Today's Birthdays: Actor Andy Griffith is 67. Singer Pat Boone is
dangers to little ones.
I am grateful to all clients who
59. Actor Rene Aubcrjonois is 53. Opera singer Frederica von Stade is
leave their children with sitters and
48. Rock guitarist' Ron Wood is 46.
make the beauty salon visit a
Thought for Today: "Patience! Patience! Patience is the invention
and enjoyable experience.
relaxed
of dullards and sluggards. In a well-regulated world there should be
JACKSON. MISS.. HAIRDRESSER
no need of such a thing as patience." — Grace King, American author
(1852-1932).
DEAR HAIRDRESSER: I cer-

r----

Rt. 5, Murray, is participating in
held training exercise at /Whena training cruise in the Caribbean
lets, Germany, with the. 4th
as a member of Second Battalion,
Armored Cavalry Reconnaissance
Sixth Marines, Camp Lejeune, Battalion. The battalion is staN.C.
McCauley.
tioned at Camp
Forty-three seniors graduated • Austria.
May 30 at Murray High School.
First Baptist Church has purHonor students were Tommy
chased the old Downs place at
Wells, valedictorian; Cecelia
the corner of South Fourth and
Wallace, salutatorian: Eddie Lee
Poplar Streets. It was formerly
Grogan, Steve Titsworth and
the home of Miss Sally Burks
Sheryl Carman.
who inherited the proper(
Sandra K Smi.t12, senior at :to:wiling in Dr 11 C
Murray College High School,
Births rOorted include'a girl to
was presented the National Airon
Mr. #and Mrs. Rudell Parks, Max
Foundation Award, sponsored by 24: a boy to Mr. and' Mrs. Sam
Murray Lions Club.
Crutcher. May 26: a girl to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Miles and and Mrs. Cecil Eldridge and a
sons, Brad and Mark, of Bogota, girl to Mr. and Irrs. R.L. Cooper,
Columbia, South America, are May 27.
guests of relatives and friends in
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Maxey and
Murray and Calloway ,County.
sons, Joe Lee Snit David, of
Forty years ago
Louisville has e been the guests
Cpl. William II. Adams recen- of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jedtly participated in a three-week die Cathey.

Among those elected in the
Democratic Primary Election
were Robert 0. Miller, judge;
Maurice Wilson, sheriff: Marvin
Harris, county court 'clerk; Wimpy Jones, jailer; Max Morris, coroner: Charles Bogard, Gil G.
Hopson, Ralph Bogard and Charles Batten, magistrates; John
Edd Scott, city major; Steve Sanders, city judge Howard Koenen,
El Chrisman, Phillip Tibbs, Art•
oo. Jo Crass Tom Rushing.
Dave Willis, Rex Alexander,
Fred Workman, Melvin Henley,
Paul Mansfield and W. R. Furclic.. city council.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lamb, May
21: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Spiceland, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. McNutt, May 22.
Thirt.t jears ago
Marine Pfc. Larry V. - Jones,
"on oi Mr. and !sirs. L.V. Jones,

Dear Abby
Better Mommy 'should learn
early that giving a baby a bottle is
no disgrace. Abby, there's a place
for everything, and a beauty parlor
is no place to nurse an infant.
MOM AND GRANDMOM,
MOUNT PROSPECT,ILL.

ine'anything more gross than whipping out an enormous breast in
front ofstrangers to nurse a baby.
If she can affiird to go to a beauty
parlor, she can affOrd a sitter fur
t %yr)* hours. My salon posts a sign: "No children in or out of strollers: our
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't believe clients are here to relax.what I read in your column regard..JOSEPHINE S RUST.
BUFFALO (11-0 IVE. 11.1.
ing nursing babies in a public place.
- I support the customer who comDEAR ABBY: I agree that a
plained. and the beauty shop owner
who suggested that the nursing woman -has the right to breast-feed
mother hurry up with the nursing her child away from home. but I am
very uncomfortable when I see this
and leave..
The nursing mother said she was done in public:
Abby. why would a thinking
on the "big" side ifat I can't imagmother hold her infant on her lap
while she's getting a permanent*.'
The chemicals used to curl hair are
very powerful — the fumes might
permanently damage the lungs of
an infant. Also, if only one drop ill
perm solution fell into the baby's
it may blind the child for life.
eye,
By GARY LARSON
INDIANA HAIRDRESSER
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEEDS
TO KNOW THE TRUTH" IN
CLEVELAND: The only safe sex
is no sex. Trust me!

tainly touched a nerve in hairdressers around the country.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: You really struck
out on this one. You excuse a nursing mother who brought her baby to
the beauty parlor while she got a
perm by saying. "Nursing is natural.- Well. many .other functions are
natural, too. but they should not be
flaunted in public.
A. beauty ship is usually a beehive of activity- -- the air is filled
with chemical (dors. smoke. sprays,
etc. So where i t hi infant? In a
basket on the nolo.. ill Mommy's
etc

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

Dr. Gott
By Peter ff. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. (;OTT My son has
,recently been diagnosed wit h
Gilbert's syndrome Is this gedetic
and what can be done to insure hi
il health'

CALVIN and HOBBES
MISS WORVIN000,
I NAVE A
QUESTION
THIS MATH
LESSON

1ES?

GWEN THAT, SOONER OR
LATER MERE AIL slqS1* TID
GOB,

NOVAD'I LAKF_S
TURF.'
'13tG

TURK TD
PAGE S33,
CLASS.

ir.::::::;;
Tsiil l'i`gshstg.,

114E POINT Of LEARWIAG
AgO9T ItkiTt-GERS?

••••••••

CATHY

I DEMAND TO SEE THE
EVERVONE ELSE MANAGE D
TO FIND A MTHING SUIT!
SECRET RACK Of NONPEOPLE WHO LOOK WAY WORSE. HUMILIATING BATHING
THAN .1 DO FOUND WITHSUITS YOU'RE SELLING'
IN& SUITS .
I
TO EVERYONE ELSE!!

SHE'S EITHER HAD A SCUM)
WINO OR A THIRD PASS
THROUGH THE .FOOD COURT.

"Wow. ... That's ironic. I think something bit me."

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Oscar
Madison, for
one
5 Semiprecious
stone
9 Knock
12 Verdi opera
13 "Death on
the—"
14 Ginger —
15 Gems
17 French
article
18 Passing
grade
14 Irishman
21 "— Without
a Cause"
23 Splash
27 Note of
scale
28 Fold
29 TV's Leoni
31 Sailor
colloq.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
GARFIELD, GET OUT OF'
BED THIS INSTANT!

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
35 Tidiest
38 Greek letter
39 Scottish cap
41 Regret
42 molar
44 Hebrew
month
46 Old German
coin
48 Crates
51 Bristlelike
organ
52 Strike
53 Tellurium
symbol
55 Seasoned
pickle sauce
59 Poem
60 Jai —
62 Silkworm
63 Through
64 Evaluate
65 Depression

FREES
ORTT
SCALE U TURGIUT
NICE
DE OR
TO
ERR
DRAPE
OAT
EM
NEWU SPILT
EDIUS SPIRITS
ST OR
NOTE
EPCICT
VESPERS
EL I AS STAR
OR
ERA
ENTER
TON
T 11
EL IS
EDEN
LOT ION
RESENT
S TOR N
SUE E R

by• a
is markedis'h F:Al*:
ol bilirubin in the blood, causes no
health consequences and may atleut •
up to 5 pereent of the normal popula
t tort
Iiihrubin is the pignient released
from worn Out blood cells Drdinarils.
it is excreted by the liver into the bile
People with Gilbert's syndrome do not
excrete enough bilirtibin, %%filch
remains in the blood The cause is
unknown. A genetic tendency has not
been conOrmed.
_The sole problem with Gilbert's
syndrome is that it may initially be
mistaken tor hepatitis: however. other
blood tests for liver malfunclion.are
normal in the syndrome, abnormal in
hepatitis.
No treatment is lirresN-ary tor
Gilbert's syndrf only The (.m1(11114)11 is
permanent. is often discovered by
occident and poses no threat to
health.
DEAR DR GOTT Could you
please. provide iiird million about
panic disorder" I would r'm'abbs like if)
find a clinic that specializes in this
problem and would like to know if any
current research is being conducted
to assist people like me
DEAR READER - People who ewe
hence sudden. unexpected incapaci
tilting attacks oh overwhelming an xi
ety are said to hare panic disorder

•

This may be an understatement
Panic disorder causes terror, a dread
of a harmful and imminent catastro
ph.'. The cause is unknown
Panic attacks are commonly associ
ated with trembling. sweating. chest
pain, rapid pulse and hypervennla
tion. The affliction is treated with
Xanax. an anti anxiety medication
There are clinics for this disorder
teaching hospitals and major
many
in
6-1 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate
medical centers Ask the doctors
2 Falsehood
there whether they are conducting
7 Everyone
3 Harem room
any research on the disorder
8 Conde4 Shopper's
scending look
In give vim more information. I am
delight
9 Hare
you a free copy of my Health
sending
5 Beginning
10 Toward
- Mental and Emotional
Report
6 TV's
lter
sphaere
readers who would like
other
"
Illness
Magnum,
11
for one
a copy should send $1.23 plus a long.
16 Second of
selt addressed. stamped envelope to
two
P.0 Box 2433. NeW York, NY 101fit
Missives
20

DOWN
1 Weaken

9

10

11

22 Printer's
Be sure to mention the'title
measure
14
23 Blemish
13
12
UI
US
24 Entreaty
25 Armstrong ID
18
17
18
15
UU
26 Female ruff
UUU
30 Clever
21, 22
20
19
Searching for answers to all
32 Poker stake
33 District in
those who/whattwhere questions
27
23 24 25
Germany
about your new city?
36 Diving bird
Rawl
kil
As WELCOME WAGON Rep29
28 1
37 Summed up
resentative, it's my job to help you
40 Expert
39
get over the hurdles of being a
_ Wizard
43 "The
as
34
newcomer.
of
ill
1111
45 Exist
41
40
39
By bringing you some useul
42UU 47 Uncanny
II
Community info. Advice on
gifts.
48 Cut up
II
il
44 id
business in your new
reliable
Assistant
49
neighborhood. And more. Call..
50 Asterisk
ill
il
r
e o's high
Anwf
outid
n
56 G
54
III
1
I

2

0

3

5

6

7

8

Hello
Stranger!

•UUUill

TELL ME, AS A WORLD
FAMOUS SURGEON,ARE MOST
OF YOUR PATIENTS ANIMALS
OR HUMAN BEINGS' _

I USED TO OPERATE
ON FISH BUT FISH
NEVER HAVE ANY MONEY

Milli
Mil ill
II dUIN dUUU
idUU.illUUU

521N
59

ea

s

57 Transgress
Se Chapeau
61 New
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7533075
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

-

For Your Comenience No% Oilers
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Ross
Insurance
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Pick-Up
Frida

Ship %1.eekl & Sate mone.t
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Fishing trip turns tragic
when train kills youths

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

•

•
.t

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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,

I

•

p.m

JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) — When
The children had gone with
the horn sounded, Melissa and Their stepfather on a fishing trip
William Seay grabbed their little and had walked out onto the
brother's hands and ran as fast as • bridge just before the 116-car
they could. But they couldn't Out- train loaded with coal came down
run the freight train bearing down a4
theu1a
in paht.the posted speed lim)ck
on them.
Melissa, 13, .and William. 9.
''Their dad said, 'Don't go too
were killed Sunday at the Turke.• tar,— said 11 -year-old Anthony
Creek bridge. Austin Seay. 5. ReyniQs, who was fishing under
died
-at—a—hoxpita-1.
-the- bridge. "All of a tiddi.it.+It is difficult to run when you
heard the beep of the train. Their
have to worry about falling dad said, R. run!'
through the tracks.'• said police
The engineer' was unable to
Cpl. Mike Roberts.
stop the train in time. The bridge
spans 102 Wet and rises 40 feet
above the ttreelk-,. There is no catwalk or railing.
"Their only option was to
jump or outrun the train," Sgt.
John Jensen said.

6th & Main
753-0489

Read the classifieds

Woodcrafters
Gall
erie
s
all this and more...
-Sealy Posturepedic
Sleepers
-England-Corsair
-American Drew
-Stratolounger
-Universal
-Sealy
-Sena
-Franklin
-Style Line
-Bassett
-Hillcratt
-Fraenkel
it 7:Mil LW

.1.......
.i Pressor
rah
...•/..4.0•._
_- __......0
w.
,
-00."44F1
010.7-,Trwr:9-111k
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Wednesday, June 2
Is The
Final
Day

9

•No Money
Down
•36 Months
To Pay

MONTHS

INTEREST
FREE

12-24-36
Month Plans
Available

Pp
*

With Acceptable Credit

410.
•

7 Pc. Dining Room

Look
At This!
Beautiful

No Money
Down!
With
Accept.
Credit

Silk Ficus
Tree

•

Based on 24 mos.
Tax not incl. In
payment.

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

Plus...
No Interest
For 3 Long
ars With
App. Credit

White Farmhouse
Table and
4 Chairs
oosi

•
Based on 36 months.
Tax not Incl. In payment.

Sofa and loveseat

99

V #0.

ra-40`‘
1

36 mo. pay.

r

12 Mos.

$500

2-4 Mos.

$1 000

1500

36 Mos.
Tax not Included
In monthly payments.

Sale Hours
Friday & Saturday
9-5
Sunday 1-5
Monday 9-6

MO

II

NO,

Interest Free
Minimum Purchase
Requirements

Based on 36 itsontbs.
Tax not incl. in

Sealy**

Sealy**

Health Flex Firm
Twin Set
'4.97 mo.
Full Set
/.19 mo.
Queen Set
'8.31 mo.
King Set
$11.08 mo.

Comfort Rest II
Plush Firm

Natural Rest
Plush Comfort
Twin Set
7.78 mo.

Twin Set

King Set

$6.11 mo

'8.03 mo
9.69 mo
'12.75 mo

Full Set

Moo iY

GALLERIES

•

-r

Queen Set
King Set

FTEIS
°DW

Hwy. 641.N

Schdan's.
Fine Foods

eam°d)'
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701

Sealy**

Full Set
Queen Set

West dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
*A 7
ti 42
• K 53
•Q 97:3
WEST
EAST
*Q1054
•,1962
KJ5
✓ 1098Q
•9
•Q 76 4
40 A K 84
46 10
S()t
•K 3
A 73
-• •AJ1098
+652
The bidding
West
North East
South
14
Pass
1V
2*
2V
:3*
Opening lead — king of clubs.
There are lots of inferences a
declarer can draw from the bidding
or play of the cards, and'these inferences often permit him to play a
hand as though the opponents'cards
were exposed.
Consider this case where West
leads the king of clubs and continues •
with the ace and a low club. East
ruffing dummy's nine and returning
the eight of hearts.
Declarer goes up with the ace and
must now find the right way to play
the trumps to make the contract. He
can play the A-K, hoping to catch the
queen, or he can play the ace planning to continue with the jack and
finesse, or he can play a trump to the
king planning to finesse on the way
back.
Before South clists his ballot-for
one of these approaches. he should
first try to assemble every clue that
can help him make the right decision.
He knowsfor a certainty that West
started with five clubs, and he can
deduce from East's heart bid and
.West's raise that East started with
four hearts and West with three.
Declarer can also deduce that the
missing spades are divided 4-4, because if either defender had five
spades he would have bid thvm.
By putting all these inferences
and deductions together, South can
safely conclude that West started
with five clubs, three heartk-four
spades and hence one diamond.
He therefore plays a diamond to
the king and finesses the jack on the
way back. After drawing.East's last
trump. South enters dummy with a
spade and discards a heart on the
queen of cluhs.to make exactly three
diamonds.

J91099

Mo.

6'x9'
Area Rugs

Inferences
and Deductions

Stratolounger
Swivel Rocker
Recliner

A Pair of
Lamps

ot‘`'Ica
i

Contract Bridge

$11.08 mo.

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS'
303 North 12'
University Square

'12.75 mo.
16.64 mo.

All bedding based on
36 monthly payments.
*Tax not Included In
payments.

1

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

This
Newspaper
Contains
Recycled Newsprint.

t

